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A superficial carpet of sedil!lent: on the floor of the Mediter-
ranean Sea has been defonned on ~ r.~gional scale . In the Balearic 
Basin the style of deformation :i.s controlled by vertical movements . 
In the Ionian and Levantine Basi.rts the characteristic hummocky topo-
graphy of the Mediterranean Ridge is a surface expression of intense 
fracturing and faulting in the sed:i.I"'.ent cover • . This r idge contains 
an uplifted and tectonically thickened pile of former abyssal plain 
sediments of Nile River origin. The deformation of the s ea floor 
is a visual manifestation of contemporary crustal shortening wi t hin 
the Tethys. The most recent phase of crustal shortening commenced 
about five million years ago accompanying a period of differential 
drif t of Europe and Africa away from North Amer i ca along courses 
which have led t o a northwes t -southeast rapprochement in the Medi-
terranean furrows. 
Whereas the distribution of s urface s ediment refle.cts existing 
patterns of oceanic circulation , changes in composit ion of the sedi-
ment at depth indicate that patterns of sediment dispersal in the 
past have been different . Sediment sources have been altered by 
oscillations of sea-level , and oceanic circulation has varied with 
modifications of the r egional climate. In particular, periods of 
rapid wanning of the surf ace water and sea-level rise accompanied 
the retreat of continental glaciation and are marked by complete 
stagnation of the deep basins. 
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THE STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION O.t? THE SEDIMENTARY BAS INS 
1 . TECTONIC SETTING 
The Mediterranean Sea occupies a broad furrow in the 
earth ' s surface extending from the Straits of Gibraltar 
eastward to the coast of the Levant, a distance of 4000 
kilometers. Throughout much of its length it is bounded 
by folded and thrusted mountain belts which have been 
deformed throughout Tertiary time . The Mediterranean Sea 
floor and the mountain chains, in fact, constitute the west-
ward extension of a much larger tectonic belt (Tethys) 
which stretches eastward through the Middle East and Asia . 
The present Mediterranean seaway effectively conceals from 
view the structural relationship between the tectonic belts 
of North Africa and those of southern Europe . Recent 
tectonism is reflected by continuing earthquake and volcanic 
a c tivity in both the western and eastern Mediterranean . 
Several authors have recently attempted syntheses of 
the sedimentological and tectonic history of all or parts 
of the Mediterranean region (Klemme, 1958 ; Glangeaud , 1951 , 
1957 , 1962; Caire et al. , 1960; Trti..mpy, 1960; Grand jacquet 
et al. , 1961; _ Caire , 1962; Aubouin , 1965) . The history of 
sedimentation and deformation presented by these authors 
rests primarily on geological and geophysical evidence 
acquired from studies made on land. Their data and the 
1 
geological history inferre d f~om their interpretation form 
an excellent framework within which to interpret the geo-
logical and geophysical measurements made at sea. 
The Tertiary history of the region suggests that geo-
logic and geophysical studies of the sea floor should be 
expected to show a similar complexity in the subsurface 
structure as is found in the orogenic belts impinging on 
2 
the margins . The floors of both the eastern and western 
Mediterranean are covered by a thick blanket of sediments . 
We should not be surprised to find strong evidence of recent 
and contemporary deformation of these sediments, nor to 
find a complicated crustal structure beneath the sediments. 
'!'he structure and evolution of the Mediterranean re-
gion will be discussed in relation to global tectonics. The 
structure and sediments of the present day Mediterranean 
basins will be examined as possible analogues of ancient 
basins now tectonized within the Alpine geosynclines . In 
particular , the discussion will address the following 
questions: "Are the Mediterranean sediments accumulating 
in a developing geosyncline?" and "How can the geosynclinal 
concept of the Tethys be related to global tectonics?" 
2. PHYSIOGRAPHY 
The physiographic diagram in Figure 1 was based on 
bathymetric studies of Bruce c. Heezen , Marie Tharp , and 
William B.F. Ryan and was painted by Heinrich C. Berann. 
The diagram includes a persona l interpretation by these 
authors of the submarine physiography of the Mediterranean 
Sea, and thoug-h complete in most respects , it is based only 
on topographic profiles available up to the spring of 1968 . 
Some of the interpretation is open to further analysis . 
3 
The following will include a description of the physio-
graphy of the various deep water basins . The western 
Mediterranean is divided into two deep water reg ions . The 
Balearic Basin lies between France and Algeria west of the 
i s lands of Corsica and Sardinia, whereas the Tyrrhenian 
Basin is situated between these islands and the Italian 
peninsula. The eastern Mediterranean includes all the water 
area east of Italy . For geographic purposes the e a stern 
Mediterranean has been subdivided in regions known as the 
Adriatic Sea, the Ionian Sea , the Levantine Sea , and the 
Aegean Sea. In this paper the eastern basin will r efer ex-
clusively to the deep-sea provinces east Qf Si cily . 
A. Balearic Basin 
The Balearic Basin contains an extensive central abyssal 
p lain, known as the Balearic Abyssal Plain, and a depositional 
Figure 1. Physiograph ic diagram o f the Mediterranean 
Region prepared from bathymetric studies by Bruce C. 
Heezen, Marie Tharp , and William B. F. Ryan , a nd painted 






















wedge of sediments, referred ~.o as the Rhone Cone. The 
basin is surrounded by steep continental slopes and narrow 
shelves (Fig. 2) • Several bathymetric charts of both a 
regional and local nature have been published under the 
auspices of the Musee Oceanographique de Monaco and are 
available through the Bulletin del'Institut Oceanographique. 
Areas covered include the French and Italian coast between 
Marseille and Genoa (Bourcart, 1958a, b), the western con-
tinental shelf and slope of Corsica (Bourcart, 1960a , b), 
the western Mediterranean basin (Bourcart, 1960) , and the 
Straits of Gibraltar and the Alboran Sea (Gi ermann , 1961 , 
1962; Giermann et al., 1968). Other published charts i n-
clude the bathymetry of the continental margin of Algeria 
(Rosfelder , 1955) and the Italian Hydrographic Office chart 
of the Ligurian and northern Tyrrhenian Sea on a scale of 
1 : 750 , 000 (Debrazzi and Segre, 1959). Many additional 
features o f the western Mediterranean , e xclusive of the 
shelf areas , h ave been delineated in surveys by t he Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution and by Russian investigators 
(Goncharov and Mikhaylov, 1963; Mikhaylov, 1965). 
The physiographic features to be discussed include the 
Balearic Abyssal Plain, the Rhone Cone and its s edimentary 
fan, and the continental and insular slopes which rim the 
deep water basin. 
/ 
Figure 2. Bathymetric chart of the Balearic Basin in the 
western Mediterranean compiled from sources made available 
to the author. Contours are in corr ected mete rs (Matthews, 
19 39) • 
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a) The Balea~ic Abyssal Plai~ 
The Balearic Abyssal Plain extends southward f rom the 
base of the continental slope o f France for 600 km to within 
20 km of the African coast. The eastern and southern ma r g ins 
of the plain merge smoothly with the Rhone d eep s e a fan 
(Menard et al ., 1965). To the west , the p lain extends south 
of the Balearic Islands , terminating at the approach to the 
Alboran Sea on the Oran Rise . 
The Balearic Abyssal Plain is approxi mately delineated 
by the 2500 meter contour; in the southern part of the basin 
the s ea floor attains a depth of 2852 meters. Depths on the 
floor of the basin increase from north to south along a 
regional gradient of less than 1 :300 0; the south-central 
part of the basin is flat. The gradient of the sea floor 
reflects t he location of ma jor sources of sed iment : the 
Rhone and Ebro , to the north , and to a lesser extent from 
across the Alger Rise to the south . An additional influx 
of sediment from the Ebro is responsible for the accumulation 
of s ediments in the Valencia Trough northwest of the Balearic 
Islands. 
Echo sounding profi l es crossing t he plain demon strate 
(1) the surface of t he sediment is near ly horizontal and (2) 
several acoustic reflecting interfaces occur a t shallow 
depths below the sea floor and are continuous throughout much 
of the basin. 
10 
Numerous small knolls interrupt the surf ace of the 
abyssal plain. Seismic r eflection profiles in the r,igurian 
Trough northwest of Corsica show that these knolls are sur-
face expressions of underlying diapiric structures. In 
some instances the diapirs have been buried (Hersey, 1965) . 
Along the southwest margin of the deep-sea fan on the Rhone 
Cone, Menard et al . (1965} have observed a s eries of abyssal 
hills projecting up to 150 meters above the sea floor . 
Watson and Johnson (1968) have found similar hills across a 
region of the abyssal plain south of the Balearic Rise . All 
these topographic features are hereafter referred to as 
knolls . Their distribution has been charted by examination 
of all available bathymetric and seismic reflection profiles 
(published and unpublished). The mapping of the knolls 
a long straight lines in Figure 2 is an artifact of their 
having been originally detected from profiles taken along 
l inear survey tracks . Doubtless many more knolls exist than 
Figure 2 shows. 
Some of the diapirs form low linear ridges . Where 
adequate surveys have established the trends of the ridges , 
s uch trends are depicted . Along single track lines abrupt 
changes in the depth of the abyssal plain are sometimes noted 
on either side of the linear ridges. Small rim synclines 
are found around a few knolls. 
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b) The Rhone Cone and ass£9J. a.j:.e d deep-sea fan 
Southea s t of the Gulf of Lyon the shape of the c on-
tinental ma rgin has been modified by sediments deposited t o 
form the Rhone Cone. The cone grades gently from the con-
tinental slope to the abyssal plain to the south and south-
east . Menard et al. (1965) have discussed the morphology 
of an associated deep-sea fan on the lower cone and have 
shown that several channel sys~ems, each forming a complex 
pattern , spread across the fan. The author has reexamined 
t he topographic data used by Menard et al. (1965) . Corn-
bining these topographic profiles with new additional pro-
files , it is sugges t ed that many of the multiple channel 
crossings , which earlier had been interpreted as evidence 
of channel systems, were, instead, crossings of the same 
channel which meanders downslope across the fan to the 
abyssal plain (Ryan et al., 1967) . The distributary which 
e merges from Marseille Canyon to t he southwest of the mouth 
of the Rhone is bordered by l evees rising 50 to 100 meters 
above the channel floor. A conspicuous feature of the echo 
sounding records i s the sequence of sub- bottom echos re-
corded across the entire fan , and t he very intricate faults 
and slumps observed within the levees . Below 2600 meters on 
the fan this channel develops meander patterns before ter-
rninating on t he abyssal plain. 
12 
c) The continental shelv~p - ~~d slopes 
The n oteworthy featu r e of the continental shelves of 
parts of Europe and Africa which border the Balearic Basin 
is their extreme narrowness. Only in the Gulf of Lyon and 
the Gulf of Valencia are shelve s broad. Elsewhere the con-
tinental shelf is narrow or non-existent . Furthermore, the 
margins o f the continental block, both shelf and slope, en-
compass a limited breadth aroun d much of the Bale aric Basin. 
Geological studies, includin g extensive dredging and 
coring, h ave been made along the coast of southern France 
from Cape Creus to Genoa and the results have been summarized 
by Bourcart (1959) and Gennesseaux (1962, 1963 , 1966). In 
North Africa, Rosfelder (1955) has detailed the morphology 
of the Algeri an coast and Bourcart and Glangeaud (1954) have 
discussed the relationship between geologic structure and 
topography in that region. Bourcart (1959) has pointed out 
that the morphology of the shelf and slope south of France 
dates from Miocene time . It originated prior to the Pliocene 
transgression. The present shelf and slope around the basin 
represent the extension under the sea (precontinent of Bour-
cart) of continental geologica l structures . 
Gulf of Lx.£!!.: The floor of the Gulf of Lyon dips sea-
ward and is tilted to the west in t he direction of the Pyrenees . 
Two breaks in slope occur, the first a t a depth of 300 mete rs, 
the s econd a t 1000 meters . Many submarine canyons having 
channels directed to the southeast cut the s eaward margin 
of the s he l f . The slopes of the canyon floors seawa rd of 
the Gulf of Lyon , which vary £rom 1:50 to 1 : 25 are locally 
much steeper. In sharp contras t, the floors of the canyons 
13 
to the east o f Marseille dip much more s~eeply. Lacaze Outhier 
Canyon , which flows southeast from the western part of the 
Gulf of Lyon, has been studied in detail (Bourcart, 1948). 
The canyon was cut in Miocene limestones , then fille d with 
Pliocene and r.ower Quaternary marls and sands. The present 
canyon has bee n recut into Quaternary se1iment s . Geological 
evidence s uggests that the sea floor of the Gulf of Lyon is 
underlain by Miocene l imestone with a v eneer of Quater n ary 
alluvium . The basement rocks beneath this limestone are 
probably formed by a thick series of Mesozoic and Tertiary 
s ediments . 
Farther east , the submerged continental ma rgins, both 
shelf and slope, are very narrow. South of Marseille, Paleo-
zoi c schists underlie Lower Pliocene marls. South of the Naures 
massif pre- Cambrian granite s have been dredged from the slope. 
From the I sle des Lerins to Cape Antibes the submerged con-
tinental margin i s composed of J u r assic lime s tones, commonly 
complexly faul t ed . The cont inental margin is dissected by 
numerous c anyons and valleys; in some instances the c anyons 
strike east-west paralleling the coast . The o rientation o f 
t he axis o f the c anyons apparently refle cts the complex struc-
ture in the basement geology . 
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Southern France: The submerged continental margin o f 
southern France cannot be characterized by a single topographic 
or geologic section. The structure of ~~e shelf and slope 
reflects primarily the extension of geological structures 
seaward from the continent. Bourcart (1959) concluded that 
the submarine c anyons were cut since the e nd of Miocene time 
under subaerial conditions, were little affected by Pliocene 
sea l e vel changes except for deposition of s ediments in their 
upper courses, were recut under subaerial conditi ons during 
the late Pliocene emergence, and owe their present submerged 
position to a down-bending (continental flexure) of the con-
tinental margin since late Pliocene time . 
Eastward from Cape Antibes toward Genoa the morphology 
of the continental shelf and slope changes . From the Ligurian 
Trough eastward the continental margin may be divided into a 
relatively narrow shelf (150 to 500 meters depth) , a broad 
flat plateau (500 to 1000 meters), and a steep slope leading 
into the basin (1000 to 2000 meters) . The most striking 
features in the region are the two deep linear canyons extend-
ing SSW in the Ligurian Trough from Genoa into deep water 
(2600 meters). These c anyons probably represent the trace of 
a major fault zone, extending much farther to the south , and 
may coincide with a zone of deep subsurface fractures noted by 
Fahlquist and Hersey (in press) and by Glangeaud (1966) in 




Corsica-Sardinia : Corsica is separated from the I talian 
mainland to the north and >;·:0;.. •. by a submerged platform where 
the wate r depth is 500 to 600 meters. Numerous submarine can-
yons with channels directed westward into the deep depression 
of the Ligurian Trough cut t he western margin of this platform. 
Dredging and coring have established that the sea floor on the 
margin contains a thick series of Upper Miocene limestones 
overlying metamorphic rocks (Bourcart, 1959). The s ubmarine 
c anyons of Corsica and Sardinia generally are continuations 
b eneath the sea of valley courses established on the land . In 
s outhern Corsica at least two canyons, those of Porto and 
Chioni , follow the traces of probable faults . To the west and 
s outhwest little grabens bounded by N- S fau lts have trapped 
Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments which can be linked to deposits 
k nown further south in the Sassari basin in Sardinia. Actually 
s ome subsurface volcanic cones are conspicuous and have been 
detected by their magnetic anomalies (Glangeaud et al ., 19 66) . 
The continental slope west of Corsica probably r epresents an 
e rosional land surface, which was subaerially exposed during 
Miocene time, and has been modified by the invasi on and t r ap-
ping of Pliocene to recent s ediments in the topographic lows. 
North Africa: The submerged continental margin is narrow; 
the shelf and slope are cut by numerous tra nsverse c anyons , 
many traceable to depths of 2000 meters and more. Most of the 
submarine valleys can be traced cont inuously into l andward 
extensions (Bourcart and Glangeaud , 1954) . These a uthors 
I,; 
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suggest that the canyons here were initially sculptured by 
subaerial erosional processes , followed by irrunersion of the 
lower part of the c anyons as a consequence of eustatic changes 
in sea-level. The present gradient in the axis of the sub-
merged valleys is due to Pliocene-Quaternary bending of the 
continental margin (continental flexure) . This mechanism is 
essentially similar to that postulated for the continental 
margin south of the Gulf of Lyon. 
B. Tyrrhenian Basin 
The morphology and structure of the Tyrrhenian Basin is 
considerably more complex than that of the Balearic Basin , 
and is not as well explored . Bathymetric charts have been 
published of the northern Tyrrhenian Sea by the Italian Hydr o-
graphic Office (Debrazzi and Segre , 1959; Segre , 1960) and of 
the central deep water basin by Goncharov and Mikhaylov (1963) 
and Ryan et al. (1965) . Figure 3 is the bathymetric map of 
Ryan et al. (1965). 
The basin floor contains numerous seamounts , narrow linear 
troughs bounded by steep escarpments, and several partially 
fil led small basins which are located on the continental slope 
behind basement ridges. Si tuated between the island chain of 
Corsica and Sardinia, the mainland of Italy and the Sicilian-
African marginal platform, the Tyrrhenian Basin is almost 
completely enclosed except for a single narrow but deep (>1900 
1 7 
Figure 3. Bathymetric chart of the south central Tyrrhenian 
Basin from Ryan et al. (1965) . Contours are in nominal echo-










meters} p assage south of S2r:J-'nia l eading to the Baleari c 
Basin. The morphology and st ructure here is possibly somewhat 
analogous to that of the basin and range province off southern 
California or the no rthwest Unite d States and British Columbia. 
The s ea floor has a rather youthful appearance ; only in t he 
deepest b asins do sma ll abyssal plains occur where the sediment 
h as been ponded. Certain areas of the surf aces of these 
abyssa l plains have recently been slightly uplifted or tilted 
so a s to isolate them f rom the most rece nt cycles of sedime nt 
ponding. Large sedimentary aprons are completely lacking. 
a ) Continental margin provinces 
The continental and insular slopes are steep , narrow and 
moderately incised by submarine c anyons. Along the northern 
slope of Sicily and the eastern slope of Sardinia the sedi-
ments have been effectively dammed by linear ridges , parallel-
ing the continental margin , and situated near the base of the 
slope. A volcani c seamount separates the central abyssal 
plain into two parts which are connected through a narrow 
abyssal gap. The maximum depth is 3613 meters i n the deeper 
western part of this plain . Though some of the seamounts are 
circular in outline such as this central pe ak (731 meters) 
called the Vavilov seamount, many of the s eamounts occur in 
linear chains , and these chains act as effective barriers to 
sediment transport to the central abyssal plain. The volcanic 
Lipari Is lands are emerged peaks of a group of seamounts on 
t he northern margin of Sicily. 
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The shallow northern Tyr.,...henian region has a very irregular 
bottom and has shallow regions containing the Tuscan islands 
alternating with deep troughs. The upper part of the contin-
ental slope of the Italian coastline from Naples to Calabria 
slopes gently and is hilly. Small slope basins are commonly 
encountered. A few submarine canyons cut across or through 
the slope basins to the central abyssal plain. These canyons 
grade into deep-sea channels on small sedimentary fans at the 
base of the slope. There is no continental rise province be-
tween the continental slope and the basin floor. The lower 
part of the continental slope is usually steeper than the 
upper part; many of the canyons seem to terminate at depths 
ranging from 1000 to 1500 meters . 
The continental shelf is comparatively wide in the south 
Tyrrhenian region. The slope is gentle , with numerous banks, 
islands, and ridges striking northeast . The depths of the 
shelf breaks vary considerably and range from 40 to 200 mete rs . 
b) Volcanic province 
If the Balearic Basin can be considered the major sedi-
mentary province of the Mediterranean, the Tyrrhenian should 
be considered the volcanic province. The linear trends of 
the various chains of seamounts strike NE- SW . These features 
bound deep troughs and are reminiscent of the oceanic fracture 
zones . No samples of igneous rocks , however , have been cored 
or dredged from these escarpments . Outcrops of bedded sedi-
mentary rocks have been photographed at the base of the linear 
ridges seaward of the slope basins . 
==-~-- -
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c. Eastern Mediterranean 
The apparent characteristic of the pr:ysiographic diagram 
of the Mediterranean Sea (1''ig. 1) is the contrasting textural 
relief of the sea floor between the e aster:\ and western basins. 
In the western basin the exte nsive Baleari~ Abyssal Plain , the 
s mooth Rhone Cone, and even the canyon-aissected slopes are 
essentially products of sedimentary proces~es. In the eastern 
basin, the complex of submarine ridges and trenches somehow 
suggests that other major morphologic proe£;sses have outdistanced 
the inherent smoothing effects of sedimentc..ry processes. Even 
where broad regional slopes exist, they ha:··e been broken into 
characteristic hummocky surfaces. There fo.::·e , in classifying 
the morphology of the eastern Medi terranear. it is important to 
consider the texture of the sea floor s urf.e.ce . The bathymetric 
contours of the eastern Mediterranean are ;·eneralized from 
Mikhaylov (1965) and are shown in Figure 4. The features which 
are discussed below include the Hellenic Island Arc , the 
Mediterranean Ridge, the various small plateaus , and the abyssal 
plains. 
a) The Hellenic Arc 
In the eastern Mediterranean there is an island-arc struc~ 
ture called the Hellenic Arc and which ext€nds from the mountain 
chains in the Hellenides on the mainland of Gree ce and passe s 
through the Ionian islands, Peleponnesus, ~ithira , Andikithira, 
Crete , Kasos, Karpathos, Rhodes and on into Turkey. The 
structure itsel f includes both the deep li~ear trenches and 
Figure 4. Bathymetric chart of t he eastern Mediterranean 
generalized from the contours of Mi khaylov (1965) . Con-
t oured i n corrected meters with the shelf break shown approx-
i ma tely by the 100 meter contour . The abyssal plains are 
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depressions which parallel the arc but also a broad outer 
ridge or flexure known as the Mediterranean Ridge (Ryan and 
Heezen, 1965). Goncharov and Mikhaylov (1963) name the chain 
of depressions behJeen the islands and the Mediterranean Ridge 
the Hellenic 'I'rough. The Hellenic Trough is more than 1500 
kilometers in length and marks the site of a major regional 
abyssal fracture. In several cases ponded sediments occupy 
the floor of the deepest parts of the depressions on very small 
abyssal plains. Some of the plains are presently tilted and 
therefore relic (Hersey, 1965). Small transcurrent offsets 
of the troughs are not unusual. Several fracture zones have 
torn and off set the small abyssal plain on the floor of the 
Ionia Trench, leaving steps on an otherwise flat sea floor. 
The persistence of the steps suggests that forces producing 
the offsets act faster t han turbidity currents deposit sediment 
in the trough. 
In 1 959 Hersey discovered and ma9ped the deepest depression 
of the Mediterranean Sea in the Hellenic Trough southwest of 
Peleponnesus (Hersey , 1965). His observation was later recon- · 
firmed by Goncharov and Mikhaylov (1963) . Hersey reported a 
maximum depth of 5093 meters, using the corrected ·sounding 
tables of Matthews (1939); using their own correction tables , 
the Soviet scientists reported a depth of 5121 meters (Goncharov 
and Mikhaylov, 1966). 
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Some of the deep depre::: s ions, primarily those in the 
region southwest of Peleponnesus, are actually elongated per-
pendicular to the general strike of the Hellenic Trough . The 
individual deeps are separated by ridges that prevent the trans-
port of much sediment along the length of the arc . Ponded 
sediments are found on small abyssal plains south of Rhodes 
(Rhodes Abyssal Plain at 4452 meters), and south of Turkey 
(Anatayla Abyssal Plain at 2608 meters) . 
In the Hellenic Trough southeast of Crete two trenches 
are separated by a ridge-like feature called the Anaximander 
Mountains (Emery et al., 1965). The steep southern face of 
the Anaximander Mountains, called the Mediterranean Wall , can 
be traced for a length of 500 kilometers westward from the 
vicinity of Cyprus. Because of its lenqth this grand escarp-
ment must have definite tectonic significance . The Strabo 
trench is located at the base of the escarpment and consists 
of many individual small.troughs along a liJe of maximum depths 
between the Mediterranean Ridge on the south and Anaxirnander 
Mountains on the north. 
Anothe r narrow trench is found on the ;outhern boundary 
of the Mediterranean Ridge north o f Cyrena~ca. This trench 
is floored by the Herodotus Abyssal Plain to the east. To 
the west the trench continues north of a group of tall blocky 
mountains called the Cyrenian Plateau and terminates on the 
northern margin of the Sirte Abyssal Plain. The trench i s not 
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a single deep trough, but h as been offset along N-S lines in 
several places north of Cyrenaica. Its structural affinities 
may be more analogous to a complex fracture zone than to a 
true oceanic trench. 
b) The Mediterranean Ridge 
Morphologically the Mediterranean Ridge is a long and low 
swell or flexure which superficially resembles seaward outer 
ridges of other oceanic trenches. Most likely the swell has 
been formed in response to the same regional tectonic forces 
that produced the trenches, and like its analogues in the 
Pacific it has been considerably deformed. In discussing the 
Mediterranean Ridge Emery et al . (1965) have stated that except 
for smaller dimensions it resembles the Mid-Oceanic Ridge . 
The interpretation that this feature is a Mid-Oceanic Ridge 
has resulted in some confusion regarding the tectonic evolution 
of the eastern Mediterranean . As will be seen in a later 
section of this paper, none of the geophysical measurements 
support such an interpretation. 
Echograms of Figure 5 illustrate portions of the Mediter-
ranean Ridge. The echograms show characteristic traces of 
numerous overlapping hyperbolic returns . The width and height 
of the individual echo traces varies from place to place along 
the ridge (Fig . SA); however, the hyperbolic texture completely 
covers the ridge . In some instances the crests of the hyper-
bolic echo traces are tangent to an imaginary line parallel to 
the regional topographic slope (Fig. SB). In this c ase the 
Figure S . Echograms from the Mediterranean Ridge. The 
ve rtical spacing between scale lines represents 20 fathoms. 
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Figure SA illustrates large amplitude rugged relief, whereas 
Figure SB shows more gentle relief with a marked r egional 
slope and smoothed by recently draped sedimentz. The multiple 
crescent echo sequences in Figure SC are produced by a very 




echos are interpreted to co1;1e from elongated linear ridges 
or s carps on an otherwise regionally smooth sea floor . Other 
places (Fig. SC) the echo traces are completely jumble d one 
upon another and the whole c omposite may occupy up to 1/4 of 
a second of the echo return. The sea floor in these areas may 
consist of numerous blocks or material or sculptured irregular-
ities which are able t o reflect and scatter sound from within 
the whole effective cone of reception of the s h i p ' s hull trans-
ducer . Unfortunately the dimensions of these features pro-
ducing the hyperbolic echo returns are both too s mall to be 
individually delineated by normal echo-sounding t echniques 
and too large to be seen in bottom photographs . However , the 
photographs at several stations along the ridge (Fig. 6) show 
tiny faults, escarpments, and sedimentary blocks, which ·i f also 
present on a grander scale would be obvious discrete reflectors. 
Despite the tectonic signature in t he re lie f and textur e 
a lopg the Hellenic Trough and the Mediter~anean Ridge , no-
where in the entire b asin are large c ircular seamounts present. 
A few s mall spires (knolls) are located along the crest of the 
Anaximander Mountains, but these knolls neither qual i f y in 
dimension as searnounts nor do they have any geophysica l pro-
perties o f the typical volcanic seamounts of the Paci f ic or 
Atlantic . Small knolls and linear hills p r o t rude from the 
floor o f several of the abyssal plains , particularly south 
Figure 6 . Evidence of s ediment deformation in sea floor 
photographs from the Mediterranean Ridge . Photographs were 
t aken on CHAIN and CONRAD courtesy of E . F .K. Zarudzki , 
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M. Ewing and E.M. Thorndike . The number in the upper right-· 
h and corner is the value of the heat flow measured a t that 
s tation in µcal/cm 2 sec. The structures shown include gra-
bens , slump scars , slickensides, faults, and slump debris. 
Locations are : A- 35°20 1 N, 30°07 ' E ; B-34°42 ' N , 24°3 4 ' E ; 
C-36°ll ' N, 19°3l'E; D-34°17'N, 28°12'E; E-34° 1 4 ' N, 27° ll ' E ; 
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of the Mediterranean Ridge. r~O'wever, these hills appear to 
be anticlinal structures in the sediment~ry carpet rather 
than basement relief . 
c) Plateaus 
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In the eastern Mediterranean mountainous areas of local 
extent project to elevations well above that of the Medite r-
ranean Ridge. These features have flat areas along their 
crest, and steps or terraces at various elevations along their 
perimeters. In an attempt to differentiate them from either 
ridges or seamounts , these elevations are c alled plateaus . 
Examples are the Erathost henes Plateau no1-.theast of the Nil e 
Cone and Cyrenian Plateau in the southern Ionian Basin . In 
the central Ionian Basin the Medina Plate~u appears an off -
l ying portion of Medina Bank on the submen:ged continental plat-
form in the Straits of Sicily. The Apulian Plateau extends 
south of the Apulian Peninsular as a subm~rine continuation of 
the .heel of the Italian "boot." The slopes on the plateaus 
tend to be very precipitous , but are not ~enerally incised with 
canyons. An erosional moat occurs around ehe base of the 
Cyrenian Plateau. 
Along the eastern edge o f the s ubmerged Sicilian-African-
Marginal Platform in the Straits of SicilJ several wave-cut 
terraces can be traced as continuous ben~~s for tens of miles 
though they have been tectonically tilted to the southwest 
since the time of their formation in the Pleistocene Epoch. 
Sea-level l owerings of the order of 200 TIEters during the major 
I 
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glacial cycles would have beer:. sufficient. to expose vast por-
tions of the Sicilian-African Platform. Numerous deeply in-
cised canyons along the Malta Escarpment attest to periods of 
direct sediment embouchment over the edge of the shelf in this 
area . 
d) The provinces of sediment ary o r igin 
In the eastern Mediterranean certain physiographic pro-
vinces can be outlined on the basis of the distribution of 
marine sediments. The particular distributary systems are of 
interest because of the unique ways in which they have dev-
eloped at different localities in the basin. 
The largest body of contemporary sediment accumulation 
is the Nile Cone . The Cone consists of two broad fans, the 
Rosetta and Damietta, which radiate seaward from the two pre-
sently active delta channels of the longest river on the earth . 
The area of the submarine delta is many times the area of its 
subaerial counterpart in Egypt. Crossing the cone are deep-· 
sea channels which originate at the Alexander Canyon and then 
me ander seaward to the Herodotus Abyssal Plain. Except for a 
few low linear hills near its base the Nile Cone is regionally 
smooth . Even the sea floor surface of these hills is smooth . 
The channels are box-shaped, and where they have been surveyed 
in detail they display meanders. Small levees some 10-30 
meters high are associated with the channels on the fans. 
Herodotus Abyssal Plain : The most unusual feature of the 
Herodotus Abyssal Plain is its very narrow and limited area 
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where it rims the foot of the Nile Cone. Although compared 
to the Sigsbee Abyssal Plain or Balaeric Abyssal Plain, both 
of which are associated wi th sedi mentary cones of similar 
size to the Nile Cone, the Herodotus Abyssal Plain is ob-
viously a dwarf. Our knowledge of submarine distributary sys-
tems suggests that significant quantities of coarse-grained 
detrital materials generally bypass the Cone (or continental 
rise) through the channels. These sediments fill the seaward 
basins producing the abyssal plains. The comparison with 
other cones suggests that the Herodotus Abyssal Plain is a 
remanent of a once-vaster area of accumulation . In the physio-
graphic diagram the Herodotus Abyssal Plain is shown as a 
continuous feature; actually it is a series of individual 
depressions , each at slightly different l evels . Some of the 
small depressions are connected by abyssal gaps. Longitudinal 
transport of sediment is very limited as compared to the direct 
sou~ces from the fans. No sediments are derived from the north 
except from Cyprus. 
Sirte Abyssal Plain: The extensive continental rise in 
the Gulf of Sirte is puzzling because obvious sources of sedi -
ment such as from rivers and streams are completely. lacking along 
this portion of the coast o f North Africa. However, the con-
tinental shelf within the Gul{ of Sirte is one of the few areas 
of very active contemporary c arbonate deposition in the eastern 
Mediterranean. The carbonate material here consists of colites 
which have been precipitated from warm brines on the shallower 
regions of the s helf . This coarse-grained carbonate material 
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has been periodically concent.~· ·"lted along the margin of the 
shelf by the migration of aeolian dunes from the Calanscio 
desert of Libya at the time of lowered sea levels. After 
being dropped into canyon heads by long shore currents the 
carbonate elastics have periodicall y been transported through 
channels to the deep basin by turbidity currents to produce 
the Sirte Abyssal Plain. The smoothing and constructio n o f 
the continental rise is probably related to other mechanisms 
as well , and suggests a southeasterly sediment dispersal from 
Sicilian-African Platform within downslope gravity flows 
and contour-following geostrophic boundary currents . 
Messina Cone: South of Calabria the submarine canyons and 
channels disperse seaward not from a majcr river delta nor sites 
of sediment precipitation, but instead from the vicinity of a 
n arrow oceanic strait separating Sicily from the mainland of 
Italy (Ryan and Heezen, 1965). The channels cut across a fairly 
coarse ly textured c ontinental margin to the Messina Abyssal 
Plain , the largest of the eastern Mediterranean Abyssal plains . 
The canyon-dissected margin is called the Messina Cone. The 
texture of the Messina Cone is more irregular than depicted 
in the physiographic diagram and implies some other basic 
morphologic process along with sedimentation. The canyons them-
selves seem to be related to the capability of oceanic currents 
passing through the strait to erode and transport terrigenous 
elastic sediments and to concentrate this material in the heads 
of the canyons south of Messina . 
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e} Adriatic and Aegean Provi_I}ces 
A fairly small abyssal plain covers the central floor of 
a basin within the southern Adriatic Sea at a depth of 1216 
meters where sediments have been retained behind a low ridge 
in the Strait of Otranto . Several small depressions in the 
Aegean Sea just north of Crete contain abyssal plains wi thin 
the deepest parts. Each of the plains occurs at a d i fferent 
depth and two of the depressions are interconnected. Abyssal 
plains occur in two deep parallel grabens within the Sicilian.-
African Sill west of the island of Malta, &nd in another linear 
graben in the northernmost Aegean Sea and i n the Sea of Marmara. 
However , all in all the small total area of abyssal plain 
accumulation within the eastern basin of the Mediterranean Sea 
is striking . When compared to the western Mediterranean basin, 
it is apparent that either the rates of accumulation are very 
slow in the eastern basin or more likely that the floor of this 
basi? has recently been extensively disturbed and reorganized. 
The evidence of s mall scarps in some of the plains and of tilted 
and relic plains indicate that the reorganization may still be 
in progress and that the normal sedimentary levelling processes 
are unable to keep pace with the tectonic deformation. 
If this is the case then many of the cr·:aracteristics used 
to define physiographic provinces on the tectonic basis or pri-
mary relief of the basement or on the basis of sedimentation 
(generally the continental margin provinces} are difficult to 
apply rigidly to the eastern Mediterranean. If new terms are 
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necessary , it would seem fruitiul to apply them only after 
more detailed bathymetric surveys have been carried out in the 
future. All gradations of tectonically disturbed sedimentary 
provinces are to be expected. 
3. GENERAL CRUSTAL GEOPHYSICS 
The Mediterranean basins are significantly shallower than 
the major ocean basins. Excluding the Hellenic Trough with 
its maximum depth of 5093 meters, depths in the eastern Med-
iterranean do not generally exceed 4000 meters. On the Balearic 
and Tyrrhenian Abyssal Plains the maximum depths are 2852 and 
3613 meters, r espectively. 
The major ocean basins are characterized seismically by 
the following "layers": (1) water 5 to 5 . 5 kilometers thick 
underlain by (2) thin crust consisting of three principle 
layers: (a) unconsolidated, often thin (<l km) , sediment , 
(b) · volcani c basement having compressional-wave velocities of 
4 to 5 km/sec, and (c) "oceanic" material whose typical com-
pressional-wave velocity is 6 . 6 km/se c. The depth to the "M11 
discontinuity is about 12 kilometers. In sharp contrast the 
continental crust is characterized by much greater thickness 
(>30 km) and by material in the upper part of the crust with 
velocities significantly lower than 6 . 6 km/sec . 
The crusts underlying the European and African borderline 
generally are of continental thicknesses; only a few anomalous 
·' 
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"windows" such as the Ivre2. zo::-e have been discovered. 
Many geological structures appear to terminate abruptly at 
the boundaries of the deep basins, and only a few structures 
actually have continuations along the sea floor . 
We do not know what type of crust floors the Mediter-
ranean . Is it transitional crust, a foundered segment of 
continental crust? Or is it oceanic crust of some inter-
mediate nature? And, if oceanic crust, is this crust a 
remanent of some former seaway (Tethys) or has the crust 
formed through a youthful phase of 'l'ertiary rifting? The 
physic al properties and evolutionary history of the Med-
i terranean crust must be taken into cons~deration in any 
discussion of the tectonic development of the bordering oro-
genic belts. 
A. Seismic Refraction Measurements 
The first refraction measurements were obtained during 
the· around-·the-world cruise of H . M. S. CHAI.LENGER in 1952 and 
have been discussed by Gaskell et al. , (1958) . At three 
deepwater stations , one in the Levantine Sea south of Cyprus 
and two in the Ionian Sea west of Ma.lta, an unconsolidated 
layer of sediment 0.3 to 0.4 km thick and having a velocity 
of 2 . 1 km/sec , was found overlying a refracting interface 
above rocks with a velocity of 4.3 to 4.7 km/s ec . Because 
the profiles were all limited to short ranges of 10 miles or 
l ess , no velocities higher than 4.7 km/sec were measured . 
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Ewing and Ewing (1959) h~ve reported five additional 
refraction stations in the eastern Mediterranean. At two 
stations {D8, D9) in the Ionian Basin on the Cyrenian Plateau 
and the Mediterranean Ridge these investigators obtained 
results similar to those of the CHALLENGER expedition . 'I'hey 
found a thin layer of low-velocity sediments overlying a 
refracting horizon of velocity 4 . 2 to 4 . 8 km/sec. The 4 . 8 
km/sec velocity was obtained along a sloping surface on the 
Cyrenian Plateau; Ewing and Ewing (1959) concluded that this 
4.8 km/sec layer may coincide with the layer of similar 
velocity found elsewhere in the basin or if the plateau were 
volcanic, it may represent non-sedimentary rocks . The question 
of the composition of these rocks was pursued by Moskalenko 
(1966) who reported three refraction profiles supplemented by 
deep reflection profiles, between Crete and Libya . Refracting 
interfaces with velocities of 6.1 km/sec and 7 . 0 km/sec were 
1 observed beneath 3.7 km/sec and 4.7 km/sec layers . Moskalenko 
(1966} interpreted that the 6.1 km/sec layer represented an 
extension of the crystalling African platform into and across 
the eastern Mediterranean Basin (Fig . 7). The 4 .7 km/sec 
layer was identified by Moskalenko as consolidated sediment 
of Mesozoic age ; however, no samples of this layer were ob-
tained. The thickness of the unconsolidated sediments (<3 . 7 
km/sec) is considerably greater on the Mediterranean Ridge and 
in the Hellenic Trough than on the Nile Cone or Herodotus 
Abyssal Plain north of the Mediterranean Ridge. 
' / 
Figure 7 . Interpretation of a structure section across 
the eastern Mediterranean from Egypt to Rhodes based on 
r efraction and deep point reflection data (after Moskalenko, 
196 6) . 1 - unconsolidated sediments on the North African 
continental margin; 2 - unconsolidated sediments o n the 
b asin floor; 3 - semiconsolidated sediments; 4 - reflec-
ting horizon; 7 - compressional wave velocity in km/sec 
fo r refracted arrivals from the upper surface of the sub-
adjacent layer; 8 - interpretation of interfaces of major 
crustal layers; 9 - a confident correlation; 10 - an 
interpretive or speculative correlation; 11 - zone in 
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a) Tyrrhenian Basin 
On profile D-10 in the vicinity of a major volcanic sea-
mount in the Tyrrhenian Sea Ewing and Ewing (1959) detected 
velocities of 4.9 to 5.7 km/sec beneath a thin sediment cover . 
Refraction and deep-reflection profiles of Moskalenko (1967) 
beneath the central abyssal plain show two refracting horizons 
of velocities of 4.0 and 5 . 0 km/sec beneath 1 kilometer of 
highly stratified unconsolidated sediments. The range of 
velocities near 5.0 km/sec may be indicative of igneous com-
ponents. A single refraction station over the southern Tyrr-
h enian Abyssal Plain indicates layers of about 4 km/sec at a 
depth of 3.7 km and about 7.1 km/sec at 6 km overlain with not 
more than 200-300 meters of unconsolidated sediment (Fahlquis t 
and Hersey, in press). If the 4.0 km/sec layer consists of 
consolidated sediments then the whole sedimentary series 
approaches a thickness of 2.2 to 2.5 kilometers. However, it 
is .~ore likely that the layer is composed of volcanic materials . 
'I'hicker deposits of sediment are known in this region from 
new reflection observations. In fact, mar1y of the numerous 
internal reflecting horizons found within the unconsolidated 
sedimentary layer beneath the central abyssal plain are con-
tinuous throughout the whole deep basin. 
b) Balearic Basin 
West of Corsica and Sardinia at station D-11, a layer 
exists with an apparent velocjty of 4.8 km/sec beneath another 
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layer of about 1. 3 kilometer·;:. .:.n thickness of low velocit y 
sediments. Ewing and Ewing (1959) concluded that the western 
Mediterranean is covered with an appreci abl e thickness of 
unconsolidated sediments generally thicke r than that found in 
the I onian Sea to the east . This observation has been con-
firmed in the light of new seismic reflection data . Ewing 
and Ewing (1959 ) stressed the need for a positive identification 
of the composition and facies of the rocks with velocities 
4.2 to 5.0 km/sec . 
In 1958 , during the International Geophysica l Year, r e-
s earchers from the Woods Hole Ocean ographic Institution and 
the Lamont Geological Observatory, shot and recorded several 
refraction profiles in the Balearic Basin. Again in 1959, 
the Woods Hole Ocea nographi c I ns titution in cooperation with 
the Musee Oceanographique de Monaco made a series of s hort and 
long profiles in the Ligurian Sea (Fahlquist, 1963). Several 
of thes e profiles were extended to ranges of 80 to 90 kilome ters 
so as t o obtain refracted arrivals from high-velocity materials 
in the upper mantle. The generalized seismic cross-section in 
Figure 8 shows the cmnbined r esults of the refraction profiles . 
(1) In the central part of the basin depth to the "M" 
discontinuity is 12 ± 1 km. '11he velocities of the subadjacent 
material range from 7.7 to 8 .0 km/sec. 
(2) Velocities normally associated with "oceanic" crust 
were measured although the layer does not appear to be traceable 
across the entire section. 
Figure 8. A structural interpretation along the Ligurian 
Trough and Balearic Basin based on seismic refraction mea-
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(3) Unconsoli dated and ~ ~mi-consolidated s ediments , 
h aving velocities of 1.8 to 2.9 km/sec , thicken from about 
0 . 5 km near the margin of the basin to almost 2 km beneath 
the l ower Rhone Cone . 
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(4) Everywher e in the basin a thick layer of rocks 
having velocities of 3.4 to 4.9 km/sec underlies the uncon-
s olidated sediments . Along a N-S profile from the Alger Rise 
to beneath the Rhone Cone, the thickness of this l ayer having 
intermediate velocities increases from 4.5 to 5 . 8 kilometer s 
(Moskalenko , 1965) . 
B. Sub-oceanic Structure From Surface Waves 
Contrasts in the ve l ocity and struct ure between the eastern 
and western basins h ave been found by analyzing group velocity 
d ata of Love and Rayleigh wave s (Payo, 1967). Bene a th the 
Balearic Abyssal Plain the surface-wave data indicate an "almost 
pure oceanic" crust; a thicker crust having generally lower 
vel9cities was believed to exist farther east. This inter-
pretation was confirmed by Papozachos (1968) on the basis o f 
the phase velocity o f Rayle igh waves trave ling across the 
eastern Mediterranean Ba sin. Papozachos sugges ts that the crust 
here averages 20-25 kilometers in thickness . The "M" discon-
tinuity appears to be dipping toward t he north under the 
Hellenic Arc because higher phase velocities are recorded for 
p aths leading southward from Greece to North Africa than for 
waves traveling northward on similar paths . 
Despite the apparent thin ness of the crust in the 
Balearic Basin, Berry and Knopoff (1967) have questioned 
its "pure oceanic" nature. These two seismologists have 
studied phase velocity data for seismic paths both directly 
beneath the basin floor and for paths beneath the margin. 
Beneath the central part of the Balearic Abyssal Plain a 
channel having low shear-wave velocity (4 .1 km/sec) occurs 
in the upper mantle. A channel with a velocity of 4.4 km/ 
sec is found beneath the margin at a greater depth (>100 
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km). In a worldwide study Toksoz (1967) has interpreted that 
the observed Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion curves in-
dicate a distinct discontinuity in shear-wave velocities 
within the upper mantle . Dispersion curves exist for sur-
face waves which have traveled on paths across all combin-
ations of structures - - rigid shields, oceanic basins, and 
orogenic belts. In all cases a zone of low shear-wave 
velocities exists and extends nearly to the base of the shear-
wave velocity discontinuity, but the top of the low velocity 
zone i s shallowest for known oceanic areas , and deepest 
beneath the stable shields on the continents . As in the 
Mediterranean, the velocities are also least for paths be-
neath the deep-sea basins and greatest for paths under the 
shields . However , in the western Mediterranean region, Berry 
and Knopoff found it necessary to introduce into their struc-
tural model a layer beneath the 7.7 km/sec layer detected 
by refraction and above the low-velocity channel. This layer 
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would have a c ompressional wavf?! velocity of 8.17 km/sec and 
would occur at a depth of 30 k m beneath the surf ace as shown 
in Figure 9. The value of 8.17 km/sec is very similar to 
that found in the upper mantle directly beneath the 11 M" 
discontinuity under typical ocean basins or under the contin-
ents . The fac~ that material of this velocity i s placed so 
deeply is interpreted by Berry and Knopof f to ind icate that 
t he crust of the Balearic Basin might be similar to either 
a continental crust or to a c rust in t ransition to one o f 
continental properties , if this 8 . 17 km/sec l a yer is considered 
a s upper mantle and if the 7.7 km/sec layer detected by re-
fraction measurements is considered part of the crust. How-
e ver, i t should be noted that the presence of a 8 .17 km/s e c 
layer is inf erred from calculations and was not de~ected 
directly . 
c. Gravity Measurements 
The e arliest gravity measurements indicate observations 
made with the pendulum apparatus aboard subm.:-trines / and were 
used in the isostatic gravity maps of Bruyn (1955) and Harrison 
(195 5) . Worzel (1966) has summarized and catalogued t h e 
p endulum data , which r eveal an extensive be._t of large negative 
i sostatic anomalies parallel to the island a r c and along the 
Hellenic Trough . Large pos i t ive anomalies Identified on Cyprus 
are associated with buried ultra b asic rock::; of the Troodos 
c omplex (Harrison , 1955 ; Gass and Masson-Snith, 1963). 
Figure 9. Schematic profile of upper mantle structure 
across the Balearic Basin from Tortosa, Spain to Cuglieri , 
Sardinia (after Berry and Knopoff, 1967). A discontinuity 
is found in the depth sca le at 100 kilometers . The n u.m-
bers in the parentheses are the compressional and shear-
wave velocities in km/sec. 
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Harrison (1955, 1957) attrinu~ed the large negative anom-
alies associated with the Hellenic Trough to a deep fracture 
in the earth's crust separatjng the deep water basin of the 
eastern Mediterranean from the Aegean. 
In the last several years much additional gravity data 
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have been made available from gravimeters on surface vessels 
(Worzel, 1959; Allan and Morelli , 1965). Fleischer (1964) 
has produced contour maps of free-air and Bouger anomalies 
in the eastern Mediterranean using pendulum data plus 
several tracks of the ARAGONESE which had Askania sea-gravity 
meters . Since then Morelli and Allan have completed an 
extensive network of tracks throughout the Mediterranean and 
have compiled preliminary gravity maps of most areas of the 
sea westward of Crete. Rabinowitz and Rydn (1969) and Woodside 
(1968) have independently contoured new maps of eastern 
Mediterranean using the latest data of Lamont and of the 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution , respectively . The free-
air anomaly map of Rabinowitz and Ryan is s hown in Figure 10. 
a) Gravity anomalies in the eastern Mediterranean 
Of interest are the two prominent negative gravity belts 
along the Hellenic Trough southeast of Crete . The southern-
most belt, with values as low as -240 mgals appears to extend 
from the west coast of Pelopennesus and approximately midway 
between Crete and Libya curves southeast. The negative gravity 
belt then trends northeast with its axis displaced south of 
Figure 10 . Free-air gravity anomaly map of the eastern 
Mediterranean (after Rabinowitz and Ryan, 1969) . The 
h achured areas represent negative anomalies , and the 
dotted areas positive anomalies. 
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and parallel to the Anaximd~~cr Mountains. The southern 
negative gravity belt is a continuous feature and repre-
sents anomalies associated with the Mediterranean Ridge . 
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The northern belt is interrupted at three places with gra-
vity highs. A slight gravity high between these two negative 
belts exists along the Mediterranean Wal] . 
In the south-central Ionian Sea the free-air gravity 
anomalies are close to zero. Another negative belt, how-
ever, exists south of the Sicilian-Calabrian arc. Values 
along this belt reach -85 mgals . No topographic trough is 
associated with the section o f the gravity belt south of 
Calabria. A small arcuate belt exists in the Ionia Trench 
west of the island of Caphalonia. 
b) Gravity measurements in the western Mediterranean 
Gravity profiles across the Tyrrhenian Basin show large 
positive anomalies over the linear basement ridges and s ea-
mounts. A thin simatic crust beneath the central abyssal 
plain as shown in the refraction measuremerts is supported by 
a Bouger gravity maximum. 
Another Bouger maximum occurs in t he Balearic Basin and 
extends from the Ligurian Trough southward around the Balearic 
Platform toward the Alboran Trough. The gravity maximum along 
this median axis led Glangeaud (1962) to propose the existence 
in this area of a "median hiatus." By definition the word 
"hiatus" referred to a thinner crust than that of the continents 
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(a crust of the oceanic type ~.1r of the Caribbean type) . Later 
Glangeaud et _?l. ( 19 66) called the "hiatus " in the northern 
Balearic Basin betwean Corsica and the Rhone Fan the Ligurian 
Anticlise (anticline) . By this term they wish to suggest a 
swelli ng of the mantle to shallow depths with a s ubsequent 
pinching out of the "oceanic" layer . The thinning and dis-
appearance of the "oceanic" layer in the crustal structure 
i n ferred from the refraction measurements (Fig . 8) and the 
gravity profiles are analogous to a similar structure inter-
preted across the crestal zone of the Mid-Atlantic Ri dge 
where the "oceanic" layer also pinches out and where mantle 
velocities are anomalously low (high 7 ' s) (Tal wani et a l., 
1965) . 
D. Seismicity 
The distribution of earthquake foci within the Medi ter-
ranean Region during the last 50 years is generally confined 
t o the Alpine orogenic belts which underwent tectonic com-
p ress i on throughout the late Tertiary to the present (Karnik , 
19 67) . Shocks of l arge magnitude have occurred in l imited 
zones along known major fractures . All earthquake epi centers 
for the period of 1961 through 1967 , as reported by the U. S. 
Coast and Geodetic Survey , have been recently compiled by 
Barazangi and Dorman (1968). The earthquake epicenters i n the 
e astern Mediterranean region from this compilation are shown 
i n Fi gure 11. The high reliability of the epicenter positions 
i s a result of the newly improved s eismic networks o f the last 
,, 57 
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Figure 11. Seismici ty of the eastern Mediterranean Region. 
The earthquake epicenters have been compiled by Barazangi 
and Dorman (1968) using precise locations for all events in 
the period 1961 to 1967 as reported by the U. S . Coast and 
Geodetic Survey. 
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decade. Additional seismicity maps exist for local areas 
along the Greek archipelago (Galanopoulos, 1965, 1966, 1968) . 
The wor ld's seismic activity occurs in belts that are 
r ather remarkably continuous. Along the crest of the Mid-
Oceanic Ridge the zone i s very narrow and consists only of 
shallow focus events. However, the majority of earthquake 
activity takes place along the island arcs and arc-like 
features where seismic belts are broad , complex, and include 
the deeper shocks . Distinctive features are not as easily 
delineated in the island arcs. The Hellenic Trough and 
island arc i s one such s e ismic region containing a broad 
belt in which seismic activity has occurred at both shallow 
and intermediate depths . The most active zone coincides with 
the southern and western coasts of Greece (Galanopoulos , 1963). 
The shocks of large magnitudes are l imited to the inner 
island wall of the Hellenic arc and along the North Antolian 
dextral-shear fault system and its submarine continuation in-
to the northern Aegean Sea. In fact , the 14 largest shocks 
recorded during the twentieth century in the Aegean region 
occur around the perimeter of the aseismic zone of t he central 
Aegean Sea. Other seismic events of large magnitude and great 
depth have occurred in the Tyrrhenian Sea inside the Sicilian-
Calabrian seismic arc and in southern Spain. 
The relationship between the pattern of the distribution 
of earthquake foci and geological structure has been point ed 
r 
out by many investigators and is reviewed by Isacks et al . 
(1968). The foci invariably form a belt parallel to the 
strike of the geological structures . A prominent pattern 
of shallow events (<50 km focal depth} parallels the 
Hellenic Trough and extends seaward from the i sland a rc 
out onto the Mediterranean Ridge south of Crete. When a 
sufficient distribution of shocks exists in both area and 
depth, the foci generally fall on an inclined surface known 
a s the Benioff plane. This incl ined distribut ion i n a sing le 
s eismic plane occurs for the Si cilian-Calabrian arc and dips 
t o the northwest into and beneath the Tyrrhen ian Sea (Peter-
schmi tt , 1956 and Karnik , 1965) . In t he belt along the 
Hellenic Trough no simple systematic t r end of d epth o f foc i 
with distance from the arc occurs. However , no earthquakes 
deeper than 150 km have been detected beneath the Hel lenic 
Arc as opposed to depths >300 km for the southern Ty rrheni an 
deep shocks . Southeast of Crete and Rhodes a l ine of e pi-
centers appears to coincide with the Mediterr anean Wa ll . 
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Of particular interest in the sudden disappearance o f 
earthquakes beneath the seafloor north of the island of 
Cephalonia along the western extension of the Hellenic Trough . 
The point of disappearance marks the projection of the North 
Antolian shear fault across the northern Aegean through the 
Trikkeri-Canal fault zone into the Gulf of Petras and into 
the fault zones on Cephalonia and Zante (Galanopoulos , 196 6) . 
r I 
~. 
Also, a remarkably abrupt termination of intermediate depth 
seismicity north of Crete occurs near the boundary between 
the relatively deep trough of the southern Aegean and the 
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metamorphic Hercynain granite structure of the central Aegean 
islands. Several large and deep events have occurred within 
the Aegean beneath the Pliocene and Pleistocene volcanoes on 
the outer side of the Pelagonian-Cyclades ridge. The earth-
quake belt in the vicinity of Cyprus appears to be offset to 
the south from the belt that passes around the Hellenic Arc. 
Secondary seismic zones occur in the Strait of Sicily , 
in southern Spain, and along the Algerian coast . A belt of 
shallow earthquakes delineates the Italo -Dinaric foredeep 
trough, which extends along the Italian peninsula from the 
Gulf of Taranto to the Po River Valley. Since the Pliocene 
this trough has experienced periodic horizontal shear move-
ments in connection with sub~idence . Other minor earthquake 
activity has occurred in southern Turkey and along the Dead 
Sea Graben . 
a) Focal mechanisms 
The study of firs t motion of seismic waves from earth-
quakes offers a mean for ascertaining the sense and type of 
displacements of dislocations within the earth. Although many 
scientists have been disappointed by the large uncertainties 
involved in many of the early first-motion studies , 'investi-
gations of focal mechanisms were vastly upgraded by the 
installation of the worldwide standardized seismograph network. 
i · ; 
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Studies of the l-~editerranecm r egion using these data a.re in 
process by McKenzie and others (personal communication). 
Schneidegger (19G4) and Constantinescu et al. (1965) h ave 
determined the stress patterns at the foci of about 40 earth-
quakes along the Hellenic Trough. The fault-plane solutions 
are that of a double couple and have been interpreted to 
result from compressional stresses perpendicular to the strike 
of the island arc. Shi rokova (1967), however , found the 
mechanism in the eastern Mediterranean to exhibit no parti-
cular orientation to the structure, whereas elsewhere in the 
Mediterranean regions the axis of principal stress was gen-
erally either horizontal or normal to the geologic structures. 
It is difficult to evaluate the apparent conflict between 
these studies . However, recently Stauder (1968) showed dip-
slip vectors in the Aleutian Arc which are not everywhere 
perpendicular to the strike of the arc , but generally are 
oriented in a northwest-southeast direction , indicating tha·c 
the eastern portion of the arc might be undergoing compression-
al stress, whereas the western part is undergoing shearing 
stress that is more nearly horizontal. Such may be the case 
in the eastern Mediterranean. McKenzie (personal comrnuni--
cation) finds some evidence of normal faulting and possibly 
extension which he suggests indicates rifting in the northern 
Aegean graben in which the central aseismic block of the 
Aegeci.n has been thrusted southward over the Hellenic Trough. 
Delibosis and Galanopoulos (1965) support this concept of 
thrustinry which they believ0 js caused by horizontal con-
vection currents flowing off of the side of the secondary 
sedimentary arc (Hellenic Arc) from minor mantle currents 
rising under the primary volcanic arc of the southeastern 
s ection of the Dinaric Alps. The studies of earthquake 
seismicity alone do not resolve the question of whether the 
thrusting occurs from rifting in the north , from convection 
originating in the Aegean , or from general compression from 
the south along the arc. 
b) Volcanism 
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Two important phases of igneous activity accompanied the 
Tertiary orogenic periods in the Mediterranean . The Oligocene 
and Miocene phase consisted essential ly of dominantly andesitic 
volcanism , and conside rable masses of trachyandesites erupted 
in central Turkey, in the islands of the northern Aegean and 
Macedonia. This activity was then followed by a dominantly 
grapodionitic plutonism with some dioritic and granitic batho-
liths intrusive in certain parts of the trachyandesitic com-
plex. The volcanic complex along the western emerged and sub-
merged marqin of Corsica and Sardinia belongs to this period 
of intrusive igneous events. 
The Quaternary volcanism has been essentially b asal tic, 
although less basic lavas occur locally. The volcanoes are 
found on the internal side of the geosynclinal chain of the 
Hellenides in an arc trending along the outer edge o f the 
Pelgonian-Cyclades Ridge through the Aegean (Aubouin , 1965} . 
Associated with the Sicilian-Cala..'Jrian seismic arc are vol-
c anoes on Sicily (Etna} , on the Lipari Islands , and among 
t he submarine seamounts in the southern Tyrrhenian Sea. Only 
a few of the Quaternary volcanoes have produced violent 
explosive eruptions. The Pleistocene eru?tions of Thera , 
Vulture, and Vesuvius are examples of the explosive type and 
have produced extensive layers of tephra on the sea floor . 
E . Magnetic Measurements 
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During 1 957 and 1958 the U. S . Naval Oceanographic Office 
conducted a total magnetic field intensity survey over large 
portions of the eastern and western basin of the Mediterranean 
Sea. The survey incorporated data from aeromagnetic f light 
l ines oriented north-south and spaced appr0ximately 10 miles 
apart . Contour charts of the total magnetir; field intensity 
were analyzed visually , and from these contours i t was 
possible to c onstruct residual anomaly charts (Fig . 12, 1 3} 
(Vogt and Higgs , in press). 
a) Eastern Mediterranean anomalies 
Vogt and Higgs have suggested on t he ba.sis of the anoma-
lous magnetic field that t he eastern basin can be subdivided 
i nto four regions: 
(1 ) An extensive zone coinciding with the Mediterranean 
Ridge and He l lenic Trough of very low amplit.udes {<50-y) and 
with wavelengths on the order of 100 kilometers. The rather 
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Figure 12. Residual magnetic .field anomaly map of the eastern 
Mediterranean (after Vogt and Higgs, 1969) . The contour in-
terval is 50 gammas ; the shaded areas are negative anomalies. 
The data were from north-south aeromagnetic flight lines at 
a spacing of 10 miles and elevation of 1000 feet. The heavy 
contours show the Airy-Heiskanan isostatic gravity anomalies 
in mgals of Harrison (1955). 
Figure 13. Residual magnetic field anomaly map of the western 
Mediterranean (from Vogt and Higgs , personal communication) . 
The amoeba--like pattern of small amplitude anomalies over the 
Balearic Abyssal Plain may be an artifact of the data and may 
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irregular north-south pattern in Figure 12 in this "regionally 
smooth " belt is believed to be an artifact of the chart created 
by navigational errors on north-south lines and temporal vari-
ations. Shipboard measurements with satellite navigation con-
firm that across large areas of this region the magnetic 
signature is virtually that of the ultra smooth regional fie ld . 
Not only are t he Mediterranean Ridge and Hellenic Trough 
magnetically undisturbed, but so are the Anaximander Mountains , 
the arc itself and the inner trough within the southern Aegean . 
Thus the materials comprising the topographic relief appear 
to be composed of non-magnetic components. The area of mag-
netic smoothness seems to also correspond to the belts of large 
negative free-air gravity anomalies. 
(2) A distinct arcuate anomaly of several hundred gammas 
l eading from the igneous ultra basic intrusive on Cyprus on 
a cross the Antalya Abyssal Plain into the mainland of Turkey . 
(3) Linear anomalies o f several hundred gammas in the 
Aegean Sea trending northeast-southwest parallel to structural 
units in the Hercynian granites . 
(4) An area of anomalies having large amplitudes (>SOOy) 
along t he Malta Escarpment and Medina Plateau in the central 
Ionian Sea. 
b) Western Mediterranean anomalies 
The magnetic anomalies in the Tyrrhenian Basin having 
l arge amplitudes are shown in Figure 13. In each case the 
anomalies are associated with volcanic seamounts and islands 
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or with the basement ridges. ·rhe anomalies seem to indicate 
that the basement of the central deep water basin consists 
of predominantly volcanic rocks. Two primary trends in the 
magnetic lineations are present here . One trend follows the 
northeast-southwest striking basement ridges; the other aligns 
at right angles along s everal deep troughs. 
The central portions of the Balearic Basin possess a 
rather smooth magnetic anomaly pattern, but the pattern is not 
quite as anomaly-free as it is along the Mediterranean Ridge . 
Of interest are the high-amplitude anomalies immediately west 
of Sardinia and Corsica . It is not clear from available 
seismic reflection data how many of these anomalies coincide 
with basement relief; however, no sea floor topographic 
elevations exist at the sites of local anomalies. Vogt 
(personal communication) feels that the magnetic anomalies 
may reflect deeply buried extrusive basalt flows (pillow lavas) 
on the floor of the original slope basins or troughs. These 
flows might be analogous to t he Upper Jurassic ophiolite 
masses in the Alpine eugeosynclinal furrows. It is interesting 
to note that these ophiolites invariably occur on the internal 
margin of the furrows bordering the geanticlinal ridge and 
invade the margin during the development stage of eugeosynclinal 
realm (Aubouin, 1965) . 
Northeast- southwest linear anomalies of high amplitudes 
are found in the Valencia Trough and along the Alboran Ridge. 
Volca'Y1ic rocks have been dredc;ed from on top of this ridge, 
and weathered volcanic rock fragments occur dispersed in 
Upper Pleistocene s e diments within the Alboran Trough. 
F . Heat Flow 
More than 50 determinations of heat flow have been made 
in the Mediterranean. Twenty-five of these measurements 
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were made by t..~e author in 1965 and all but a few of the 
remain i ng were made by A.J. Erickson in 1966 on CHAIN . Erick-
s on has kindly permitted the author to cite his unpublished 
values. 
'I'he measurements were made using a Ewing- type thermograd 
with four or more probes mounted on a piston coring apparatus 
12 meters long (or longer) (Langseth, 1965). The heat flow 
value is calculated from measurements of the in-s itu tern-
perature gradient and values of therma l conductivity measured 
at closely spaced i ntervals on the sediment core by the needle 
probe technique. 
Corrections ranging up to 15 percent had to be made to 
the in-situ gradient to account for rapid rates of sedimen-
tation in many of the cores and for the changes in bottom 
water temperature of the enclosed basins during the Pleistocene 
glacial cycles. Details of these corrections can be found in 
Table I. The individual values are ·shown in relation to the 
sea floor topography in Figure 14. 
Figure 14. .Map showing distribution of heat flow in the 
eastern Mediterranean. The values in bold type are the 
individual heat flow determinations in µcal/cm 2 sec . The 
crosses show the locations of the heat flow stations. An 
asterisk beside the heat flow values indicates: 
(a) non- linear temperature gradients were recorded . 
(b) unconformities exist in the recovered core 
which could indicate recent slumping that 
would have resulted in transient thermal 
anomalies. 
(c) evidence of local sediment deformation exists 
i n sea floor photographs taken at the same 
l ocation as the heat flow determination. 
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Some of the measureme nts showed distinct non-linear 
gradients in t he upper 10 meters of the sediment. Practically 
a ll of these anoma lies could be accounted for by either a 
substantial change in bottom water temperature , or a local 
disturbance in sedimentation producing a hiatus in the core. 
These measurements are ignore~ in the regional averages and 
in the interpretation of the local geothermal r egime and are 
indicated by asteri sks in Figure 14 . 
Other anomalous measurements could be correlated wi th 
recent tectonic disturbances at the coring site as evidenced 
in bottom photographs or in examination of unconformities with-
in the core. Figure 6 illustrates several examples of sea 
floor photographs at bottom environments which sugges t effects 
of very recent tectonic disturbance, such as slump scars , 
s lickensides, fresh faults and grabens, and loose blocks o f 
broken sedimentary materials (contemporary slump structures). 
These anomalous measurements are also marked by asterisks in 
Figure 14. 
a) Eastern Mediterranean regional heat flow 
Figure 15 shows a series of histogr ams summarizing the 
heat flow values in t he eastern Mediterranean giving the mean 
flow and t he standard deviation of t h e se values. Histogram 
one shows all measurements regardless of disturbance. Histo-
gram two shows only those measurements with (a) linear 
Figure 15. Histograms of the regiona l heat flow through 
t he floor of the Mediterranean Sea. The heat f low values 
h ave been corrected for sedimentation rate and for changes 
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in bottom water temperature resulting from the late Quater-
n ary glacial climate variations. A.J. Erickson (personal 
cormnunication) has kindly made available 30 of these measure-
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gradient (b) no stratigraphic unconformities (c) and no photo-
graphic evidence of tectonic depositional disturbance . Imme-
diately evident is the very small standard deviation (0.20) 
around the mean value of 1.00 H.F . U. (Heat Flow Units = µcal/ 
cm
2
sec) . The data support the following remarks or conclusions : 
(1 ) The regional mean value for each province (Mediter-
ranean Ridge, trenches, abyssal plains, and vicinity of the 
large magnetic anomalies around Cyprus) is nearly identical . 
(2) The standard deviation for the Ridge province was 
t he largest, r e flecting a variable t h ermal regime or incom-
plete knowledge of tectonic disturbances . 
Many of the stations with large devictions were located in 
areas from which photographs of the sea floor suggested local 
tectonic disturbances of various origins . In Figure 6 the 
heat flow values are written on the pictures of the sea floor 
t aken at the corresponding station. The areas which s how 
fresh s l ump scars or slickensides (B and C) a re areas where 
one might expect that once deeper and thus warmer materials 
would have been brought recently closer to the sea floor . At 
such sites the calculated heat flow is large . At locations 
showing small grabens , ~olds , slump blocks or a c cumulated debris 
(D and F) , recent rapid burial might have depressed the regional 
t hermal gradient . 
( 3 ) The values for abyssal plains , 5n s ome cases corrected 
up to so percent because of very high rates of sedimentation , 
s how a very small standard deviation and rend confidence to the 
method of correction. 
'---- - -· 
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( 4) 'I'he mean heat flow of all the provinces in the 
eastern Mediterranean of 1. 00 H.F . U. is significantly lower 
than the worldwide weighted average of 1. 35 H.F . U. for 
oceanic provinces (Langseth , personal communication) and is 
indicative of suhnormal temperature r egime beneath the crust 
of the eastern Mediterranean Basin. 
The i ndividual heat flow values are shown in Figure 16 
where they have been projected onto N-S topographic profiles 
across the eastern basin. No relat ion cf heat flow with 
depth or bottom slope is indicated. However, the disturbed 
values are more prevalent in the hUiillnocky topography of the 
Mediterranean Ridge. 
b) Western Mediterranean regional heat flow 
At the present time only 13 valid determinations of heat 
flow exist from the western basins . These measurements have 
not been studied in the same detail as have those from the 
eas~ern basins, and the following discussion is provisional. 
The mean heat flow, corrected for environmental effects, is 
2.14 H.F.U. The individual measurements appear in the lower-
most histogram of Figure 15. The highest values occur on 
the Balearic Abyssal Plain along a median axis extending from 
Bouger gravity anomalies. Boldiszar (1964) has noted a 
correspondence between high heat flow and positive isostatic 
gra vity anomalies in the regions of high heat flow within the 
Hungarian and Carpathian Basins. Some of the high values on 
· t he Balearic Abyssal Plain are also taken at sites very near 
· diapiric structures. The lower values (<1.5 H.F.U.) were 
Figure 16 . Eastern Mediterranean heat flow c alculations 
p rojected onto N-S topographic profiles across the Mediter-
r anean Ridge and Hellenic Trough . The value of the regional 
heat flow shows no correlation with water depth or topo-
graphy , except that more of the disturbed measurements 
(shown by asterisks) occur in the hummocky provincas of 
the Mediterranean Ridge southeast of Crete (i . e. profile 
2) • . 
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calculated from measurements in the continental margin pro-
vinces. 
c) Adriati·c heat flow 
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Lavenia (1967) reported 11 heat flow stations within the 
southern enclosed basin of the Adriatic Sea. The mean ~alue 
of these measurements is 1.32 H. F.U. However, the author 
and Erickson (personal communication) are concerned that the 
short vertical distance in which the geothermal gradient was 
measured (1 - 3 m) , the known seasonal oscillations in tem-
peratures of the bottom water within this basin (-1°C) , and 
the subsequent effect of this and other influence on the in 
situ gradient, make the geological significance of these 
meas urements dubious. 
G. Continuous Seismic Reflection Profiles 
Continuous seismic reflection profiling techniques enable 
the shallow layering of the sea floor crust to be examined. 
Seismic profiles were first made in the Mediterranean in 1959 
aboard CHAIN, and were continued in subsequent cruises during 
1961, 1964, and 1966. Analysis of these profiles have revealed 
a startling degree of apparently recent sedimentary deformation 
in the various deep water basins as well as very thick se-
quences of horizontally stratified sediments beneath the abyssal 
plains (Hersey, 1965; Ryan et al., 1965 , 1966). In the past 
several years many thousands of kilometers of additional pro-
files have been obtained by M. Ewing and his associates at 
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory and by French investigators 
in cruises on JEAN-CHARCO'l' ana CALYPSO (Alinat et ·ai. , 1966; 
Glangeaud et al. , 1966 ; Leenhardt, 1968) . 
The use of this geophysical tool for mapping the dis-
tribution (se quences, thjcknesses, acoustic properties) of 
sediments has been of considerable importance in learning 
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of the contemporary and recent structural development of the 
Mediterranean basins . 
a) Kinds of deformational structures seen in the continuous 
seismic profiles 
For example , the int ernal stratification of reflecting 
horizons , if assumed to represent bedding planes, can be traced 
to several unconforrnities, discontinuities , and i rregular 
attitudes which are produced by deformational processes (as 
opposed to sedimentation processes) . Figure 17 illustrates 
seven reflection profiles where the configuration of the 
i nternal bedding geometry c an be interpreted to indicate tec-
tonic as well as purely sedimentary deformation. I t should be 
pointed out that the particular style of deformation shown i n 
t he profiler records relates only to the superficial sediment 
cover observed and may not necessarily be the same as that i n 
the more consolidated deeper crustal layer . The var ious 
l etters on the records refer to the following phenomena: 
(a) Evidence of thrusting and compression is acknowledged 
in the form of high and low angle reverse faults . Within the 
Pliny Trench sedimentary wedges have been thrust upwards and 
southwards in respect to the northern face of t he Anaximander 
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Figure 17. Examples of sedimentary de formation in seismic 
reflection profiles. These data have kindly been made avail-
able by M. Ewing and J . Ewing, and were r ecorded using an 
air-gun sound source on ROBERT D. CONRAD in 1965. The vertical 
scale line s are at 1/2 second intervals (two-way travel time) . 




(b) At the southern margin of the Balearic Abyssal Plain 
on the Alger Rise the stratified layers of the basin floor have 
been thrust southeastwards towards the Algerian continental 
slope. In fact, the throw on these low-angle reverse faults 
carries the sediment slices from the deeper basin upwards in 
r espect to the sediment layering on the continental margin. 
Such a configuration as this is completely unexpected i n gravi-
t ational slumping of imbricate sediment wedges . The intensity 
of the thrusting appears to increase towards the continental 
s l ope and at a certain point the s lices become so jumb l ed as 
to become acoustically transparent . 
(c ) Rifting and tension might have left the dee p clefts 
and tears which are observed i n t he superficial sedime nt cover 
on the Mediterranean Ridge south of westernmost Crete . The 
c onfiguration is not merely of sediment o ver basement peaks 
and valleys , but rather seems to indicate a genuine d islocation 
o f the transparent sedimen~ cover . The t opographic valleys 
appear to be located above fractures within the deepe r strat-
i f i ed layers . 
(d) Gravitati onal sliding of a superficial s ediment s heet 
downslope over a recent sea floor surf ace has occurred on the 
northern margin of Libya. The site of detachment i s s een up-
s lope , a nd the block , though s omewhat i nternal l y defo rmed , has 
u ndergone an apparent translation of about 4 miles. This kind 
of deformation may or may not be related to regional tec-
tonic activity . 
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(e) Crustal flexure is apparent i n a small slope trough 
jus t south of the Erathosthenes Plateau. The floor of the 
trough has been gradually flexed downward with respect to the 
l andward e sca rpment, and this proces s has resulted in in-
clined wedges of stratified sedimen ts beneath the narrow 
trench floor . The curvature of this flexure has produced some 
minor extension resulting in small grabens in the upper sedi-
emn tary cover. 
(f) Vertical movements are explicit in the forms of 
normal faults, intrusives, and in offset sequences of strati-
fied sediments. The normal fault in the Alboran Basin was 
formed pen econtemporaneous with deposition, for the projection 
of the fau lt plane is expressed in the subsurface with an 
apparent throw of 40 meters, but h as been buried by the last 
250 -meters of sediment. 
(g) An intrusive in the floor of the Alboran Basin has 
bowed up the surrounding layered sediments, indicating that 
it has occurred recen tly . 
(h ) Uplifted stratified sediments just seaward of the 
Herodotus P.byssal Plain are quite similar to the more or less 
nondeformed sequences in the modern plain. These uplifted 
reflective horizons contain Pleistocene turbidites (recovered 
in cores) which apparently were deposited on an earlier and 
more extensive abyssal plain prior to the observed deformation . 
The vertical movement is <Jrcatc.r than 600 meters and has 
occurred in the last 200,000 years. 
b) Rates and ages of defo~!!_lation 
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The gravity- controlled sediment ponding process by tur-
bidity currents can be extremely useful in the interpretation 
of paleotopographic reconstructions. Hersey (1965) has 
demonstrated that turbidity currents which enter sma ll enclosed 
basins like the Mediterranean basins distribute their sus-
pended sediment load throughout the deepest portion of that 
depression, producing flat abyssal plains whose sediment layers 
are laterally continuous for large distances . Figure 18 
illustrates 12KHz echo-sounding profiles across three sediment 
ponds west of Cyprus. 
Turbidity currents, which transport onto the abyssal plain 
the elastic sediment layers seen as sub-bottom interfaces in 
profiles A and C, are not capable of flowing uphill even over 
small features that protrude through the abyssal plain . 
Accepting this fact one can use the leveling criterion to 
recognize contemporary deformation in these sediments. For 
example, in profile A of Figure 18 a sub-bottom reflection 
beneath the abyssal plain can be seen to contact the sea floor 
towards the righthand margin of the profile. In profiles B 
and C the deeper sub-bottom r eflections rise up over the small 
protruding knolls. Hov:ever , the upper several meters of abyssal 
plain seaiment pinch out on the protruding features. The 
Figure 18. Echo- grams across small sediment ponds in the 
eastern Mediterranean . The bending up and pinching out of 
the sub-bottom reflectors along the margins of these ponds 
results from contemporary uplift of these areas . The rates 
of uplift are approximate ly 1 mm per year . The vertical 
















thinning of the sub-bottom laJ- e.ring- indicates that during the 
deposition of the turbidite sediments the knolls and the mar-
gin of profile A have been elevated with respect to the surface 
of t he abyssal plain. From a knowledge of the rates of de-
position inferred from a 10-meter-long core in the plain in 
profile C, it can be shown that these knolls are presently 
rising at a rate of about one millimeter per year. 
An insight into the mechanisms of deformation can be 
gained by looking at greater depth into the sub-bottom 
structure. Figure 19 shows a continuous reflection profile 
across part of the Anatalya Abyssal Plain in the eastern 
Mediterranean. It is again apparent that the contemporqry sedi-
ments have been initially ponded hor izontally . By mapping the 
ratio of thicknesses of the various beds at the margins of 
the plain and at t he center , it is possible to demonstrate that 
the effects of deformation seen here are the results of fold-
ing, that the folding occurred throughout the period of 
deposition , and that the folds in this area and neighboring 
areas of the Anatalya Abyssal Plain developed synchronously 
probably in response to a regional stress field. The folds 
shown in this reflection profile are linear features striking 
generally east-west. The lengths of the individual ridge 
crests are three to five times greater than their widths. The 
interpretation of the cause of the folds will be discussed in 
a later section. 
') 
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Figure 19 . A seismic reflection profile across the Anatalya 
Abyssal Plain which illustrates contemporary uplift by fold-
i ng . The individual reflecting surfaces identified in the 
figure were originally deposited horizontally , as was the 
present abyssal plain sea floor. The changes in thickness 
of the layers from the center of the basin to the margins 
indicates that the folding took place during the deposition 
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c) Age of reflector 11 M11 
Howe ver , before an interpretation on the process or 
history of the deformation c an be made , it is necessary to 
establish some sort o f an idea on the amount of geologic 
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time represented in the observed sedimentary sequence. The 
relative abundance of fauna, principally of the foraminifera, 
and also of oxygen--18 isotopic measurements in the ALBATROSS 
cores by Parker (1958), Olausson (1961, 1965) and Emiliani 
(19 55) are interpreted to indicate warm and cold phases 
similar to the glacial climatic cycles observed in the 
Caribbean and North Atlantic areas . Detailed paleomagnetic 
measurements on cores from the collection of the Laroont-
Doherty Geological Obse rvatory retrieved in these areas have 
revealed some very short magnetic events ~ithin the Brunhes 
nonnal epoch which can be used to correlat:e the details of 
these cycles (Smi th and Foster , 1969) . Figure 20 illustrates 
an -east-west sequence of cores across the eastern Mediter-
ranean , where the faunal boundaries have been defined by 
correlation of the eastern Mediterranean cores to the North 
Atlanti c and Caribbean sediment sequences studied by Ericson 
et al. (1961). These correlations are examined i n detail 
by Ryan (1969). A radiometrically dated t ime scale from 
Broecker and Van Donk (1969) h as been adopted , which places 
the U/V boundacy approximately at 400 , 000 years B.P . By 
defining the faunal boundaries in cores taken in areas where 
Figure 20. Correlations of climate stages in eastern 
Mediterranean cores. Ages of the boundaries are approxi-
mately as follows: 
Z/Y = 11,000y; Y/X = 75,000y; X/W -· 126,000y; 
W/V = 158,000y; V/U = 380,000y. 
The faunal zones are identified on the basis of correl-
ations of warm-cold curves of North Atlantic and Caribbean 
cores after Ericson et al., (1961) and Emiliani (1966). 
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reflection profiles have also been obtained , it is possible 
to calculate rates of sedimentation for these local regions . 
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In several of the reflection records discussed so far , 
and in others (Figures 21, 28, 29 , 31, 33) a discrete strong 
sub-bo ttom reflector is observed which is called reflector 
11 M11 (Ryan et al. , 1966} . In two areas where both refraction 
and continuous reflection data have been obtai ned , reflector 
11 M11 seems to correlate with the upper surface of a sedimentary 
l ayer having a compressional velocity of 3.4 km/sec . Samples 
of this layer are believed to have been obtained in core RC9-
1 88 from the Mediterranean Ridge . The core was t aken at a 
site of an outcrop of layer "M" in a topographic cleft where 
the water depth is 4 . 29 seconds (3290 fathoms) , (for location 
see Fig. 28). The core contained a slump breccia incorpor-
ating fragments of cemented foramin i feral ooze . Sound velo-
c ity measurements on the recovered fragments ranged from 2 . 9 
to 3 . 3 km/sec. On the basis of the foramin ifera the age of 
the fr agments was estimated as Pliocene (Saito , personal 
communication ) . 
Another independent estimate on the age can be obtained 
by p lotting the average sedimentation r ates for cores (aver-
aged for intervals 200,000 years or longer) against the depth 
to reflector 11 M11 at that core site , taking into account the 
interval sound velocity for the sedimentary sequence above 
r eflector 11 M11 • An investigation of ten cores gives an age 
of 4 . 3 ± 0 .3 million years for the upper surface of reflector 
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"M11 , supporting the Pliocene age suggested in the core sampl es 
(Ry an , 19 6 9 ) • 
Therefore, equipped with both information on the gene ral 
ages of the observed sub-bottom sequences and on the geo-
metrical configuration of the internal stratification , it 
becomes possible to hazard in the following section some ide as 
on the causes and h istory of the s t ructural development of the 
var i ous Mediterranean s edimentary basin. 
4. DISCUSSION OF THE STRUCTURES OF THE 
MEDITERRA.L\TE.AN BASINS 
The striking contrasts in morphology between the eastern 
and western basins i mplies either basical ly different crustal 
structures for these region s, or may indicate that the mor-
phologic processes which control the texture of the sea floor 
have been different in each basin, or both. The evidence of 
present tectonic acti v ity in the eastern Mediterranean is 
supported by seismicity, volcanism, and t he apparent sedi-
mentary deformation that has created a hummocky surface for 
large areas of the sea floor there. Yet the extensive smooth 
s ediment surf aces in the Balearic Basin do not necessarily 
deny that similar crustal activity has occurred here , because 
it is possible that sedimentary depositional processe s may have 
been sufficient always to maintain flat level surf aces on the 
abyss a l plain. 
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Certainly the available data on crustal thickness and 
properties (both seismic and magnetic) and the inferred 
structure of the upper mantle (surface waves and heat flow) 
indicate some differences which must be explained. Whether 
these differences relate to the ultimate origin of these 
crusts or to subsequent evolution is open to interpretation . 
A. Tectonic Development of the Eastern Mediterranean 
----·---···... . 
Important features in the eastern Mediterranean are the 
island-arc structures, namely the Hellenic Arc and the Cala-
brian Arc. In their earthquake activity , volcanic belts , 
l arge negative free-air anomalies, deep trenches , sedimentary 
ridges and styles of crustal deformation , these structures 
closely resemble typical island arcs. Observations of the 
asymmetrical structure (polarity) of ~he arcs and the associ-
ated patterns of earthquakes in the upper mantle has led 
several investigators (e.g. Vening-Meinez, 1954; Benioff, 
1954; Hess, 1962; Dietz, 1961) to interpret that oceanic 
trenches were produced by compressive stresses normal to the 
arc and were the locations of convective motions in the mantle 
of various patterns . The data of seismology have been shown 
by Isacks et al . (19 68) to be consistent with the ideas of 
Hess a.~d Dietz , i.e ., island arcs can be interpreted as the 
sites of both convergences and of underthrusting of the litho-
spheric plates involved in continental or crustal drift. One 
might ask that if the Hellenic and Calabrian arcs are sites of 
underthrusti~g, do the motions and bending of t he downgoing 
lithosphere produce structures which can be seen with the 
geophysical tools at hand? 
a) Sediment deformation 
Schol l et al. (1968) cite the observations of large 
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thickness of nondeformed sediments on the floor of the Peru-
Chile Trench as evidence against underthrusting in oceanic 
trenches. However, their observations merely show that the 
trench floor itself is not the site of underthrusting. The 
gravity anomalies associated with the Peru-Chile Trench 
suggest that large thickness of low density sediment may re-
side on the inner wall of the trench. Scholl et al. (1968) 
apparently have looked to the wrong place in t he trench to 
see the accompanying deformation. 
Figure 21 illustrates two seismic reflection profi l es 
across the Mediterranean Ridge and Hellenic Trough which 
c learly show that the sediment carpet has been deformed in 
this region. 
Profile 6 extends across the Ionian basin from the Sirte 
Abyssal Plain (a) to the island of Andiki tt.ira between Crete 
and Peleponnesus. Several deep valleys cut the broad Hellenic 
Trough (c) these valleys appear to be tensional rifts or 
possibly tears caused by horizontal shears (i.e. fracture 
zones) . The deepest section of this profi~.e across the axis 
of the trough is called the Pliny Trench. Beneath the floor 
o f the Pliny Trench (d) more than 500 met.ers of sediment are 
visibly stratified. The sub-bottom layers of sediment in the 
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trench a re progressively til ,:8d toward the island in a fashion 
similar to that observed in the Aleutian, Middle America , Peru-
Chile, Tonga, Puerto Rico, Muertos, and many other trenches. 
As is particularly noticeable at (b) the s ediment carpeting 
the Mediterranean Ridge has been finely fractured. 
The nature of this fractured and broken relief and the 
tilting of the sediments in the trench are in accord with the 
expected tensional stresses that would occur on the convex 
side of a lithospheric plate being flexed . That the deformation 
is related to the flexure is supported by the abrupt boundary 
of the fractures between (a) and (b) in Figure 21 . 
Profile 2 extends across the Levantine Basin from the 
Lower Nile Cone to the continental slope of Turkey. The broad 
low ridge between (e) and (f) is the Mediterranean Ridge and 
contains a deformed lens of stratified sediments that have 
been faulted and folded. Detailed bathymetric surveys show 
that the individual hills and valleys are in fact linear ridges 
and furrows which strike approximately east-west along the axis 
of the Mediterranean Ridge proper. 
Reflection profile 2 suggests that the hills are gentle 
folds of sediments and that the intensity of folding increases 
from south to north. The present Herodotus Abyssal Plain at 
(e} occupies a furrow between two folds. The cores (i.e. Vl0-
56, RC9 - 178) taken on topographic highs between (e ) and (f) 
contain turbidite layers which range in a~e from 100 , 000 years 
100 
Figure 21 . Two ROBERT D. CONRAD reflection profiles across 
the Mediterranean Ridge and Hellenic Trough provinces of the 
eastern Mediterranean. The irregular textured relief of 
these areas has been created by recent deforma.tion of the sedi-
ment carpet. Reflector "M" has been identified as a consoli-
dated forami.nifera ooze (V = 3.4 km/se c) deposited approxi-
mately 4 . 3 ± .3 million years ago. The kinds of sediment 
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B. P. to J,ate Miocene and which have been covered at uncon-
formi ties by younger pelagic foraminifera lutites . 
Many of the cores on the ridge contain layers ranging 
102 
in thickness from 10 to 150 cm, which consist of solf pliable 
multi-colored muds that have been contorted into a marble-
like pattern and contain fragments of harder sedimentary 
materials (Fig. 22B). In some cores a thin layer of 
sand, entirely biogenic, is found in the top of the contorted 
part of the bed . These layers are called microbrecci as and 
contain components derived frorn nearby areas as the result 
of the action of submarine slumping. Microbreccias record 
the times and places of instabilities on the sea floor possibly 
originating from tectonic activity. 
Photographs taken of the visually deformed parts of the 
ridges show grabens (Fig . 6A and E), slump scars (B) , slump 
slickensides (C) , horizontal and vertical shears (D and E) 
and · loose blocks of consolidated sedimentary debris (F). 
Figure 23 shows samples created by very· recent and not-so-
recent deformation on the sea floor; one is very impressed 
with the almost brittle way in which these loosely consolidated 
pliable muds have reacted (F'ig. 22C) • 
The distribution of the photographic evidence of sediment. 
de formation is shmm in Figure 24. The strike of compass-
orientea lineations in the visable seascape is marked by a 
heavy dark line . A consistent northwest-southeast trend 




Figure 22. Photographs of core sections . A is a turbidite 
from the Tyrrhenian Abyssal Plain showing a sharp base con-
tact, grading and cross-bedding current structures; B is a 
microbreccia from the Mediterranean Ridge; C illustrates abrupt 
offsets on penecontemporaneous faults in a core from a tec-
tonically disturbed region of the ridge . Scale is in centi-
meters. 
Figure 23. Deformation of the visual sea floor. Photograph 
A shows f resh faults and slump debris on the Mediterranean 
Ridge north of the Herodotus Abyssal Plain at 34°17'N , 26°13 ' E . 
Photograph B shows indications of past deformation in the 
Hellenic Trough with a draped horst-like f eature at 35°53'N 
and 21°ll'E. 
Figure 24. The distribution of visually inspected sea floor 
environments. The bottom photograph stations shown in this 
chart include data from cruises ATLANTIS 151 , CHAIN 43 , 
CHAIN 61, and ROBERT D. CONRAD 9. The photographs have been 
made available for this study through the kindness o f M. Ewing , 
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A simple correlation of kinds of visual deformation with 
topograph can be made . Whereas slump-scars and slickensides 
appear in pho~ographs tru~en on the sides of local hills, the 
blocky debris occurs almost exclusively on narrow valley 
floors. The outcrop of bedded sedimentary rocks are most 
prevalent in the hummocky morphologic relief found on the 
Me diterranean Ridge southeast of Crete and Rhodes . 
b) Structural sections inferred from gravi ty profiles 
Figure 2 5 shows p rofi le 2 superimposed with the free-air 
gravity , Bouger gravity , and residual magnetic anomaly cal-
culations. The Anaximander Mountains are apparently non-
magnetic and consist of materials having low densities. With-
in t he Pliny 'I'rench the sediments have been deformed into 
imbricate slices which h ave been either underthrust to the 
north or overthrust to the south . The Strabo Trench i s filled 
with a wedge of material which may also have been emplaced by 
thrusting . On the Mediterranean Ridge proper the s ediment 
carpet is more finely fractured to the north. On the southe rn 
flank the faulting and fracturing change to folding , and the 
wavelength of these f olds then increased southward across the 
Herodotus Abyssal Plain and up onto the Lower Nile Cone . 
The observed transition in these deformational structures 
across the Mediterranean Ridge and onto the Nile Cone exhibits 
a polarity which can be interpreted as indicating either that 
the deformation is time-transgressive and started first in the 
north and proceeded south , or was s pace-transgressive and that 
Figure 25. The combined geophysical measur ements along 
profile 2 across the eastern Mediterranean from the Nile 
Cone to Turkey. The Mediterranean Ridge is a thick lens 
of folded and faulted stratified sediments . The Anaximander 
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the intensity of deformation increased northward. An inves-
tigation of the attitude and conformity of reflector "M" with 
the subadjacent and overlying horizons on the Ni l e Cone and 
on the ridge tends to support the former interpretation. As 
one proceeds southward only the shal lower and shallower layers 
are deposited unconformably in the manner discussed previously 
under sediment ponding. In fact , discontinuities in turbidite 
deposition in cores on the Lower Nile Cone and Herodotus 
Abys sal Plain indicate that the folding arrived here within 
the last million years . The discovery of upper Miocene and 
Pliocene turbidites in the vicinity of 250 kilometers on the 
profile in Figure 25 demonstrates that this region of the 
Mediterranean Ridge was once part of an extensive abyssal plain , 
and that the deformation of that abyssal plain started after 
the deposition of the turbidite sediment. Certain reworked 
Eocene nanoplankton in the turbidites can be linked to a Nile 
Riv~r source for the former abyssal plain sediments . 
Rabinowitz (personal communication) has computed several 
models of the deep crustal structure along profile 2 . Two 
examples of the models are shown in Figure 26. The gravity 
curve is the observed two dimensional Bouger curve for an 
assumed s edimentary density of 2.0 g/cm 3 , which was chosen 
for simplicity of the calculation. A hump in the gravity curve 
at 310 kilometers is present for all densities from 2.0 to 
3.0 g/cm 3 and thus indicates an anticlinal structure in the 
' \ \. 111 
Figure 26 . Computed and observed gravity profiles of crustal 
mode ls for profile 2 from the Lower Nile Cone to Turkey . The 
observed gravity curve is a 2-D Bouger density curve for an 
assumed crustal density of 2.0 . Model "A" places an anticlinal 
structure corresponding to the small observed gravity maximum 
in the sediment/crust interface. Model "B" places this 

















Figure 27. A hypothetic crustal model for profile 2 from 
the Lower Nile Cone to Turkey consistent with the gravity 
and seismic reflection data. The thickening of the sedi-
mentary laye r by u11derthrusting and decollement is called 
crustal shorte ning. The total l e ngth of the proposed crustal 
shortening her e is in excess of 200 kilomete rs, and is 
approximately equivalent to the length of the seismic zone . 
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the volume of the superficial crustal materials is conserved 
by a thickening in response to a shrinking of the surface 
area. The reason why decollement has occurred on the Mediter-
ranean Ridge and not generally on other outer ridges associated 
with oceanic trenches (except possibly the Barbados Ridge: 
Heezen, personal communication) is not understood . However, 
thrusting and decollement within the Alpine mobile belts (i.e. 
Jura) has occurred along an. incompetent horizon above the 
Hercynian basement layer. •rhe incompetent horizon is often 
of a gyp$um-anhydrite facies (Triassic) which acts like a tec-
tonic lubricating material . In the structural model of Figure 
27 the Anaximander Mountains are the "thrust-front" of a base-
ment nappe . Southward the deformation occurs in the form of 
superficial nappes and wedges, with more modest displacements 
in the order of a few kilometers each. 
d) SuEerficial tectonics 
- ·Broadly speaking, it is very difficult to accept the trans-
mission of "thrusts" for very great distances in a layered 
cover (Aubouin, 1965). Geologists have been compelled to con-· 
sider the conception according to which sedimentary blankets 
become detached, then progress under the influence of their own 
weight as gravity flows in the process of gravitational gliding. 
However, it was also necessary to find a · slope, and in 
certain regions, particularly in the Jura Alps, the requirements 
of a paleoscope_ have been an overwhelming problem (Lugeon, 1941). 
I , 
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An associated problem is the necess ity to create and then 
c o l lapse massifs and crat.ons (i.e . Thyrrenides) , which intro-
duced the concept of gravi ta-t: ion tectogenes is (van Bemmelen, 
1955) . Aubouin {1965) points out the problem i n geosynclinal 
chains of the tremendous mo.gnitude of the transportation of 
the superficial nappes which issue from the e ugeosynclinal 
furrow . Because it is impossible to imagine paleogeographical 
slopes of this length , Merla (1951) and Aubouin (19 57 ) de-
vised the ingenious notion of an i ntumescent wave to pro-
p agate the supe rficial cover and maintain the g liding o f the 
l atter . 
However , when one exami nes the sedimentary folds in the 
e astern Mediterranean , the gliding from slopes is minor , 
t hough a few except ions will be discussed . Figure 28 shows 
four examples of s uperficial sedimentary tectonics in the 
e astern Mediterranean . Other exampl es have already been 
illustrated in Fi gure 1 7A , 17B , 17D and Figure 21 . 
Figure 28A is a profile located south of the Calabrian 
arc , subnormal to the strike of the continental slope . Glidi ng 
downslope cannot account f or the progressive wedging seen at 
(a) or the offset faulting seen at (b) . Th e folding i n Figure 
28C is i n the axis o f the eastern Herodotus Abyssal P lain 
south of Cyprus . The layers seen to the left of {e ) have been 
c arried upwaros against gravity from an identical sequence below 
(e) . In Figure 28D the stratified s ediments o f the western 
Herodotus Abyssal Plain a.re r. t' r.ried right up over the first 
fold onto the Mediterranean Ridge (g). These stratified 
sediments have been sampled in cores and contain Late Pleis-
tocene turbidites overlain by a cover of recent pelagic 
foraminiferal lutite. In many of the tight folds the stratifi-
cation has been lost because of geometrical problems related 
to acoustic profiling; however at (h) the ship changed 
course momentarily to cruise parallel to the axis of an 
apparent valley and the stratification then reappeared. In 
summary, across extensive regions of the Mediterranean 
superficial tectonics have carried sediments uphill in the 
direction opposite to paths sediments are presumed to follow 
during gravitational gliding. 
e) Gravitational gliding 
Possibly a legitimate case for downslope decollement may 
be argued for profile B in Figure 28. In this section the 
folded sediments at (d) may have slid on an incompetent horizon 
below reflector "M" from the rise at (c). In fact, thinning 
and rifting of the superficial cover at (c) may indicate the 
place of departure of the decollement. However, the total 
distance traveled is modest, a few miles at the most. It is 
worth pointing out the progressive increase in the intensity 
from south to north towards the island arc is observed in all 
seismic reflection profiles across the Lower Nile Cone and the 
Mediterranean Ridge east of Crete. 
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Figure 28. ROBERT D. CONRAD reflection profiles in the 
eastern Mediterranean which illustrate kinds of superficial 
sedimentary deformation attributed to the crustal shortening 
processes. The letter symbols on each profile are explained 
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f) Migrating flexure 
In a model which assumes a bending of the downgoing litho-
sphere, the convex surface of this flexure would be character-
ized by tension. The evidence of tension is illustrated by 
graben-like structures, block faults, and rifts, and a shoaling 
of the oceanic basement along the seaward slope and outer 
ridge of many oceanic trenches. On profile 6 of Figure 21 the 
fine-scale fracturing of the superficial sediments begins at 
the boundary of the flexure of the Mediterranean Ridge with 
the Sirte Abyssal Plain. Figure 29 is another reflection pro-
file across this boundary about 100 kilometers to the north 
of profile 6 . 
If the flexuring of the outer ridge is a steady- state 
phenomenon of a moving bending plate, then the sediment carpet 
on the ocean basin floor should cross the seaward boundary of 
the outer r idge at a r ate equal to the rat e of underthrusting 
in the trench. In the perspective of the moving sea floor the 
flexure would appear to migrate seaward. On the seismic 
reflection profile in Figure 29 the front of a wave of defor-
mation is depicted as migrating southward onto the Sirte Abyssal 
Plain. Details of the sub-bottom reflections in echograms 
across the ridge-side margin of both the Sirte and Messina 
Abyssal Plains r eveal the uplift of recent turbidite horizons 
(identified by coring ) , whi ch demons trates that these areas are 
indeed being encroached upon . Howeve r, t he rate of the 
migrating f lexure has not been deter mined , though it may be 
Figure 29. A seismic reflection profile across the boundary 
between the Mediterranean Ridge and the Sirte Abyssal Plain . 
The intense fracturing of the sedimentary layer on the ridge 
is attributed to tension which accompanies a flexing of the 
convex side of a down-bending lithospheric plate. As the 
plate underthrusts the island arc , the flexure migrates sea-
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possible someday with prope~ S;Jmpling of the turbidites to 
estimate the time of uplift of the turbidites and the amount 
of the former abyssal plain incorporated onto the ridge. 
g} The pioperties of the crust as determined from magnetic 
anomalies 
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Vogt and Higgs (1969) have interpreted that the arc-
shaped anomalies near Cyprus (Fig. 12} are caused by magnetic 
materials in pillowE..d basalts and diabase dikes which extend 
from the ultrabasic Troodos volcanics on Cyprus on into Turkey. 
This complex of Troodos volcanics is no younger than Triassic 
because sediments from this period have been deposited on the 
former sea floor lava deposits . Gass and Masson- Smith (1963, 
1968) compare the Cyprus pillowed basalts with the ophiolite 
outpourings in the Alpine geosynclinal furrows , and believe 
that the extrusive volcanic materials are pieces of an ancient 
oceanic type crust generated by spreading from a former Mid-
Oce anic Ridge. On the basis of gravity studies and geologic 
mapping of Cyprus these authors argue that the exposure of the 
Troodos complex has been caused by thrusting of t he ancient 
oceanic crust over a continental f oreland (African-Arabian) 
as a result of a closing of the Tethys s eaway between Europe 
and Africa. The time of this thrusting would have been in the 
Pliocene. 
It is possible to extend the concept of the oceanic type 
crust to other regions of t he eastern Mediterranean , except 
that vast portions of sea floor region possess a very smooth 
regional magnetic field. The refracting layer with velocities 
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between 4.3 and 4.7 km/sec whi ch underlies the Mediterranean 
Ridge can represent both consolidated sediments , such as 
limestones, or igneous rocks , such as the basement layer of 
the Mid- Oceanic Ridge. The detection of a re f racting l ayer of 
6.1 km/sec led Soviet investigators to infer a c rystalline 
basement of sialic composition which they felt was an exten-
sion of the continental African foreland beneath the Levantine 
Basin. However, the author feels that this conclusion, being 
based on a single unreversed refraction line at the base of 
the Nile Cone, is sufficiently tenuous as not to preclude the 
possibility of a simatic crust here. Neither can the smooth-
ness of the magnetic field be used as evidence of a continental 
or transitional crust , because other similarly smooth magnetic 
belts are found across oceanic trenches (Haye s and Heirtzler , 
1968) and in wide swathes bordering the Nort h Atlantic con-
tinental margins (Heirtzler and Hayes, 1967} . 
- · Several shipboard magnetic track lines across the eastern 
Mediterranean appear to s how a particular extra smoothness in 
the magnetic field in the areas of sedimenta ry deformation on 
the Mediterranean Ridge and in the Hellenic '!'rough . It is 
conceivably possible, as was suggested by Vogt and Higgs (1969), 
that "magnetization contrasts have been erased" by processes 
related to the tectonic deformation, (i.e. metamorphism or 
intense fracturing of the magnetic skin on the oceanic crust). 
Another strong possibility is that the origi nal crust here was 
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formed by rifting along the crest of a Mid-Oceanic Ridge during 
the Triassic1 where the ridge crest in t~e region of Cyprus 
would have bee n a few degrees f rqm the Triassic geomagnetic 
equator (Irving, 1964). Magnetic track lines across the pre-
s ent magnetic equator reveal no recognizable Masson and Raff 
l ineations , and the anomalies in equatorial regions have very 
s mall amplitudes . 
h) Discussion of heat flow 
In the e a stern Mediterranean the flow of geothermal heat 
i s strikingly uniform and low . The individual large deviations 
are associated with transient the rmal anomalies resulting from 
l ocal sedimentary deformation (i.e., slu~?ing, crustal thicken-
ing from underthrusting, or rifting) . T:tere are very few 
mechanisms which are able to produce low heat flow . Erick son 
(personal communication) has cited those which he feels may 
possibly apply to the eastern Mediterranean : 
(1) tectonic upli ft without erosion 
(2) a deficiency in the radiogenic content of the crust 
and mantle 
(3) the depressions of isotherms c~1sed by descending 
upper mantle material 
For the discussion of tectonic uplift, it has previously 
been shown that parts of the present Mediterranean Ridge contain 
turbidite sediments now elevated as much as 700 meters above 
t heir original level of deposition durin9' the Pleistocene and 
Pliocene. If the entire crust is uplifted there will be no 
~·· 
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observable d e crease in the thermal gradient for periods com-
parable with the characteristic thermal r esponse time of the 
uplifted area. Erickson (pe rsonal communi cation) points out 
that fo r a thickness of 50 k m the response time is in the 
order of 50 million years. However, if the uplift involves 
only the s uperficial sedimentary laye rs as envisioned in pro-
cesses related to crustal shortening and superficial tectonics , 
the r esponse time may be much shorter . 
Considering the great thickness of the crust as determined 
both from the gravity calculations (Fig. 23) and from the 
dispersion of surface waves (Payo, 1967; Papozachos , 1968) , 
it is unlikely that this crus t is deficient in radiogenic mat e -
r ials compared to typical oceanic b as ins. I t can be argued , 
however , t hat the greater depth of the low-shear-velocity 
channel beneath the eastern Mediterranean indicates sub-normal 
upper mantle temperature there. Nevertheless , Erickson {per-
sonal communication) feels that this argument is somewhat 
unconvincing since high heat flow is found beneath the Alps 
where a low-shear-velocity zone is found at a similar depth 
{Knopoff et al., 1966). 
Actually a quite plausibl e mech anism capable of depressing 
the isotherms beneath the Mediterranean Ridge and Hellenic 
Trough is the flexure and downward trans lation o f the "oceanic" 
c rustal layer a s inferred from the gravity anomalies and illus-
trated in Figure 25. The dip o f the crust/mantle interface 
: 
. 
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toward the Hellenic Arc i""· this model is slightly less than 
one degree, yet if this dip were to be maintained for a lithe-
s pheric plate underthrusting at a rate of only a centimeter 
o r two per year, the downward compone nt of. the upper mantle 
would be "more than sufficient to depress the thermal gradients 
t o the observed values" (Erickson , personal communication) . 
i ) Volcanism and underthrusLing 
Active volcanoes, especially of the explosive types that 
p roduce tephra layers in deep-s ea sediments , are l imi t ed to 
t he volcanic belts inside the sedimentary ridge of the i s land 
a rc . In the Hellenic Arc , this volcanic province occupies a 
r ather narrow belt crossing the south central Aegean Sea (Fig . 
11). The volcanoes associated with the Calabrian Arc are 
located on the Lipari Islands in the southern Tyrr henian Sea 
and i n I taly and Si cily . In the eastern Mediterranean region 
t hese belts also mark the northernmost limit o f t h e inter medi ate-
depth and deep earthquakes. For instance , us i ng t he period 
1961-1967 the central Aegean north of the Pelagonian-Cyclades 
Ridge has been aseismic . 
From an examination of more than 100 long cores from the 
eastern Mediterranean (some are shown in Fig . 20) which contain 
complete sequences of upper Pleistocene sediments (<400 , 000 
years) and incomplete s ection o f older Pleistocene ~d Pl iocene 








Therefore it seems concei ·rable that t.°l1e lates t phase of 
volcanic activity on these arcs began abou~ that time. Gunn 
{1947), Fisher and Hess {1963), and Holmes (1965) have pre-
sented mechanisms for c reating volcanic c..ctj vi ty on the con-
cave side of an island arc . These schemes involve the under-
thrusting of lithospheric plates beneath island arcs where 
the site of the volcanoes are caused (1) by tens ional cracks 
in the up-bent overthrusting plates (Gunn, 1947) or (2) by 
interaction and partial melting of crustal 1iaterials on the 
downgoing slap upon their contact with hot QVerlying mantle 
materials (Holmes, 1965). In either of the~e models the 
volcanic activity would not c ommence until ~he seaward litho-
spheric plate had completely underthrust th·~ landward plate. 
The young age of the latest phase of Aegean vo lcanic activity , 
and the location of the volcanoes directly above the northern 
front of the Hellenic Arc seismicity belt i3 consistent with 
the above models, and would s uggest that thn Aegean plate is 
approximately 100 to 150 kilometers thick , and that the extent 
of the underthrusting as determined from th~ length of the 
present seismic zone is in the order of 250 kilometers . 
It has been more than obvious in this entire section on 
the structure of the eastern Mediterranean that the author h a s 
been biased towards the concept of underthr1sting in the isla nd 
arcs. If the enthusiasm seems excessive , i ·: arises because 
analysis of the available data pre sents no ~erious obstacles 
to the application of this tectonic concept in the eastern 
., 
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Mediterranean region . 
B . Tectonic Developmen~ of the Balearic Basin 
The intracontinental situations of the western Mediterranean 
b asins pos e some interesting problems concerning one's inter-
pretation of the history of these regions as infer.red from 
their structure . The detection by refraction measurements of a 
thin crust , of seismic velocities ranging from 6 . 5 to 6 . 8 km/sec, 
and of the shallow depth of the low-shear-velocity channel be-
neath the Balearic Abyssal Plain are similar to those made for 
"oceanic" provinces of the North Atlantic . In fact, the dis-
coveries of low mantle velocities (7 . 2 km/sec) , of high heat 
flow, and of the pinching out of the "oceanic" layer beneath the 
centers of the Balearic Basin (station 194) and the Tyrrhenian 
Basin (station 193) are also comparable to the structure found 
near the axis of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. 
It is possible to conjecture that the Balearic and Tyrr-
h eni an crusts are oceanic in nature and were c reated by the 
s ame processes whic h have created the crusts in other oceanic 
basins . However , in order to learn of t he history of the western 
Mediterranean it is important to ascertain. whethe r the crust is 
ancient , a remnant of the forme r Tethys sem-;ay, or whether the 
c rust is young, created recently in a phase of Alpine or post-
Alpine extension and/or founde.ring . 
To many geologi sts who have examined t he sediment and tec-
t onic developments o f the folded and thrusted mountain belts 





hypothesis is the least attra0r.ive. The reason for this is 
that during parts of the Mesozoic and Cenozoic these mobile 
belts were sites of basin sedimentation, generally of a geo-
synclinal facies. In many instances analysis o f the pro-
perties of the sedimentary sequences in these fu rrows indi-
cated that these sediraents were transported to their place of 
deposition from the direction of the present-day ocean (Kuenen , 
1959). 
Furthermore, at the time of orogenesis, sedimentary 
t erranes were transported into these furrows as allochthonous 
s heets (i.e. thrust, gravity slides) and as chaotic and exotic 
blocks (olistoliths and klippen) in directions away from the 
present deep Mediterranean Basins (Merla, 1957 ; Maxwell, 1959). 
Because source areas for the allochthonous materials require 
paleogeographical slopes, many geologists have envisioned nuclei 
which furnished these functions; these nuclei were situated 
at tpe site of the present Balearic and Tyrrhenian Basins 
(Klemme, 1958). At the conclusion of the orogenic phase , t he 
nuclei rose epeirogenically, shed their mobile cover , and then 
collapsed. It is impossible for the geophysicists to allow that 
this epeirogenic uplift could have been supported by the 
strength of an oceanic-type lithospheric plate (McKenzie , 1 967) . 
The existing problem for interpreting the origin of the 
wester n Mediterranean oceanic structure is how to founder these 
nucl~i . and transform a continental crust in thickness and 
\ 
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composition to that type of crust observed today. Erosion 
of the base of the sial by subcrustal proces ses is not satis-
factory, becaus e this process does not e xplain that high 
density rocks are found at shallow depth in the simatic crust . 
Erosion by supracrustal thinning requires that the epeirogenic 
uplift support a thin dense crust, but gravity measurements 
would suggest that a brittle thin crust could not maintain t h is 
attitude . An easier s olution is offered; the crust of the 
deep Balearic and Tyrrhenian basins is and always was simatic. 
Phenomena which accompany rifting and the generation of simatic 
crust are capable of accounting for the paleogeographic , sedi-
mentological , and tectonic observations of the geologists. 
a) T'ne diapir problem 
Diapiric structures on and beneath the floor of t he 
Balearic Basin were f irst noted in seismic reflection profiles 
taken on CHAIN in 1961. Since then many additional reflection 
records have been obtained in this area and have been reported 
on by Hersey (1965) , Ryan et al. (1966), Al inat et al. (1966) , 
Leenhardt (1968) , a nd Watson and Johnson (1968) . 
These diap.iri c structures protrude above the level o f the 
abyssal plain and form small t opographic knol_ls which Menard et 
al. (1965) interpreted to be similar in morphology to those 
knolls on the Sigsbee Abyssal Plain of the Gul f o f Mexico. 
Figure 30 is a portion of a seismic r eflection profile across 
several diapiric structures in the Balearic Basin west of Corsica . 
Figure 30. A seismic reflection profile across diapiric 
structures beneath the Balearic Abyssal Plain. The dia-
pirs shown are circular p i ercement domes, interpreted as 
salt domes. Some protrude as knolls above the level of 
the plain (a); others are completely buried (b) ; and 
some show rim synclines (c). The domes occur within frac-
tures in reflector 11 .M". This reflection profile was 












The vertical exaggeration in this profile is 15 to 1. The 
properties of the diapirs as revealed by geophysical measure-
ments are sununarized below: 
(1) The diapirs themselves are non··reflective and are 
detected as acous~ic s hadows within the otherwise s trati fied 
abyssal p l ain sediments. 
(2) Detailed grid surveys have mapped these features , 
a nd west of Corsica the diapirs are c ircular in outline , are 
f rom 1 t o 3 km in diameter , and occasionally protrude above 
the sea floor to produce topographic knolls as shown in Figure 
30 (a} . 
(3) The diapirs are piercement structures and sometimes 
c arry abyssal plain sediments upwards on their f lanks (b) ; 
i sostatic settling has formed rim synclines (c) and associated 
i ntricate faults in the surrounding s ediments . 
( 4) The diapirs are generally located along a median 
zone extending northeast-southwest across the Balearic Abyssal 
Plain and the foot of the Rhone Fan . The str uctures of the 
diapirs change along this b elt from circular domes west of 
Corsica to elongated narrow ridges north of Algeria . Seve ral 
o f the c i r cular domes on the Rhone Pan are inclined from the 
vertical towards the northwest (Gl angeaud et al ., 1966) . 
(5) The diapiric structures (domes and ridges) occur 
within long linear. fractures (rifts?) in reflecting horizon "M". 
The fractures are oriented parallel to the axis of the diapiric 
belt. Reflector "M" , a s shown in Figure 30 is displaced vertica lly 
on either side of s everal of tl 1 e crustal fractures . 
(6) The diapirs originate from beneath r eflec t or "M" . 
(Reflector "M" corresponds to the r efracting horizon of 3.4 
km/sec shown in Figure 8) . The base of the diapirs has not 
been detected by reflection techniques, but a few deep re-
flections indicate that the source bed is deeply embedded in 
the 4 . 1 - 5 . 2 km/sec layer overlying the "oceani c " layer . 
(7) Magnetic anomalies are not associated with the 
diapi ric structures , yet small anomalies should be dete c t ed 
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if thes e structures contain volcanic mat erials. Surface grav-
ity measurements are too insensitive to det ect the narrow 
cir cular structures , but small negative free-ai r gravity 
anomalies are present across larger co al es c ing diapiric struc-
tures south of the Balearic Islands such as are shown at (b) 
in profi l e B of Figure 31. 
(8) The growth o f the piercement s tructures in pro f ile 
c of. Figure 31 appears to be r e lated to the overall s edime n t 
thickness above the "oceanic" layer . The diapirs are broader 
and tal ler and protrude farther above the s e a floor on the 
thicker sedimentary apron o f the Rhone Cone (see (e) on profile 
C of Fig. 31). 
Al l the above- mentioned properties are consistent with the 
hypothesis that these diapirs (domes and ridges) are salt 
structures created either by grav itationa l phen9mena and r e-
lated sedimentary t ectonics , or possibly also by o rogenic-
Figure 31 . ROBERT D. CONRAD reflection profiles across the 
Alboran Trough and Balearic Basin. The diapirs shown here 
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in profi le B a re interpreted t o have grown as piercement 
structures with assistance from orogenic compression directed 
northwest-southeast. This phase of compression started a 








compressive forces. The assumption of salt has been rein-
forced by the recent drilling of JOIDES into a diapiric knoll 
on the Sigsbee Abyssal Plain and the recovery of a caprock 
facies containing limestone, anhydrate, gypsum , and oil (Ewing 
and Worzel, personal cornmunical.ion). 
In exploration seismology salt is usually detected with 
an apparent velocity of 4.5 km/sec. Thus beneath the Balearic 
Abyssal Plain and the Rhone Cone, the source layer for the 
diapirs could be buried in the crustal layer identified by 
velocities ranging from 4.1 to 5.2 km/sec. The fact that this 
layer directly overlies the "oceanic" l ayer means that the 
time and mechanism of formation of the salt layer is fundamental 
to one's interpretation of the evolution of Balearic crust . 
b) The French school of th_?ught 
As the result of participating in Geomede Cruise I and 
studying of the numerous data from this ex9edition as well as 
that made available by the researchers at the Musee Oceano-
graphique de Monaco, Glangeaud and his colleagues (1966) have 
reached certain significant and important conclusions regarding 
the origin of the diapirs and the deep structure of the 
Balearic Basin. The methods and philosophy of interpretation of 
this group are interesting and differ enough from those of the 
British and American marine geologists to be worth a brief 
discussion. 
\ ... 
For instance , in order to determine the age of various 
sub - bottom horizons in the seismic reflection profiles, 
Glangeaud and his associates rely heavily on their ability 
to trace reflectors from shallow coastal regions to the deep 
basin. The tracks of their cruises are selected on this 
b asis , always starting with the known terrestrial r egions 
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and working into the deeper unknown zones. These investigators 
also rely on their ability to recognize unconformities in the 
deep basin reflecting horizons which appear in identical geo-· 
metrical relations or as time equivalent analogues to those 
worked out in geologic mapping on the bordering coast. Using 
this capability, they have a ssigned certain ages to the ob-
s erved sedimentary sequence and have reached the following 
conclusions : 
(1) The Paleozoic basement of Sardinia and Corsica c an 
be traced down the continental slope seaward to t he eastern 
marg;Ln of the Balearic Abyssal Plain. Small grabens in this 
basement have trapped recognizable Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
sediments , whi ch can be l inked to those known farther south 
on Sardinia. 
(2) The diapiric s tructures a re interpreted as s a lt 
structures and are aligned along faults within a s t rong sub-
surface horizon (our reflector 11 M"). 
(3) The salt h orizon i s considered to be made up of 
Triassic rocks for two main reasons. The firs t is that extensive 
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deposition of anhydrite and gypsum at thi s time is known for 
areas external to the Alps ancl , the second is that Glangcaud 
(1962) had previously interpreted a major phase of extension 
in the late Triassic and Jurassic which would have taken place 
s ubsequent to the salt deposition. It is this extension 
which has s eparated the Sardinia , Corsica, and Brianconnais 
platforms from the Spanish and European bloc~:. 
That such an extension took place is no: generally dis-
puted today by most European geologists. WL:i.t is significant 
is Glangeaud ' s preference for placing this movement not during 
the principa l Alpine orogeny (Argand , 1926) but much earlier 
at the beginning of the Mesozoic. 
c) A Cenozoic age for the extensions in the Balearic Basin 
Ryan e t al . (1966) inferred that the s~dimentary sequence 
beneath t he Balearic Abyssal Plain is consicerably younger 
than that worked out independently by Glange3ud et al . (1966) . 
Figure 31 shows three reflection profiles ac~oss portions of 
the Alboran Trough and Balearic Basin . On the basis of argu-
ments previously mentioned, Ryan et al. (1966) believed that 
the sedimentary horizon identified as refle c tor " M" was of 
Pliocene age (4 .3 million years}, whereas the French were 
confident that this layer was definitely of pre- Miocene age , 
and in fact they identified it as Secondary (~esozoic) . 
c arbon-14 isotop ic measurements on carbonate sediments 
from a core on the Balearic Abyssal Plain indicate sedimentation 
rates there are as high as 35 cm/1000 years (Ericksson , 1965). 
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This core was taken about 150 r.1 iles west o f profile B of 
Figure 31 in an area where the travel time to reflector "M11 
below the s ea floor is .65 s econds , and where the appare nt 
thickness of the uppermost stratified sediments is . 35 seconds. 
If one extrapolates these rates back in time the thickness of 
the stratified sediment (turbidites) amounts to about 1 
million years. This number is very close to the length of time 
accounted for by the elastic s ediments of the glacial Pleis-
tocene as e s timated by Selli (1965) from stratigraphic data 
in deep wells beneath the Po Plain in Italy. Taking much lower 
rates equivalent to those of the pelagic sediments on the 
Mediterranean Ridge for the transparent layer of sediment 
directly above reflector "M", one still arrives at an age in 
the order of 4 to 5 million years for reflector "M". The 
author believes that the rates o f 0.3 cm/1000 years that follow 
from a Mesozoic age for this horizon are entirely unrealistic. 
__ If the deposition of reflector "M" indeed dates from 
approximately 4-5 million years ago, and one extr apolates the 
average sedimentation rate to "M" back through the intermediate 
velocity crustal layer all the way to the "oceanic" layer, 
the age of the base of the 4.1 to 5.2 km/sec crustal layer is 
approxima tely 50 million years (Eocene). Because the salt 
layer which produces the diapiric structures would nece ssarily 
be located within the 4.1 to 5.2 km/sec layer and accounts for 
_, 
possibly a kilometer or more of t.h.is material (a sufficient 
t hickness to generate diapirs} , then the ~ge of the salt c an 
actually be younger than Mesozoic . 
The major time o f evaporite deposition in the western 
Mediterranean region was during the 'I'riassic. Great thick-
nesses of Keuper salt was laid down in Spain and other 
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deposits were forrned in the Appcnines , Sicily , and northwest 
Africa (Kozary et al ., 1968). However, other important times 
i nclude the late Eocene to Oligocene and the Miocene Epochs . 
Gypsum and anhydrite were precipitated in thick s aline for-
mations in the Ebro basin during the Eocene Epoch , and major 
p otash beds were deposited in the Oligocene Epoch in the s ub-
s iding Rhine Graben . Marls and shales predominate in the Mio-
cene facies in Spain; halite deposits occur in the Ebro Valley . 
Evaporites of Oligocene and Miocene time are also extensive in 
I taly within the graben structure of the Italo- Dinaric fore-
deep. 
The Triassic Period ranks as one of the mo st important 
t imes of salt accumulation in Europe. Nevertheless the tre-
mendous areal extent of Oligocene and Miocene salt , especially 
in graben-type troughs, might have been accompanied by the 
invasion of other evaoorites into the young Balearic rift zone . 
This salt would have been deposited on a subsiding simatic sea 
floor during the earliest phases of extension. The formation 
of salt on an oceanic crus t in the Gulf of Mexico has been pro-
posed by Ewing et al. (1962} . 
'. 
d) An ~rgument for s a lt formation in deep and rapidly. 
subsiding grabens 
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From a study of nearly 20,000 measurements of evaporite 
rhythms (annual varves, solar cycles) Richter-Bernburg (1950) 
was able to determine the mean sedimentation rate of sapropels , 
anhydrites , and chlorides . In the northern German Permian 
(Zechstein) Basin the active period of deposition r epresented 
by the evaporites has amounted to only 500,000 years. Borchert 
and Muir (1964) point out that the whole Permian Period is 
generally supposed to have l asted 20 to 30 mil l ion years, of 
which 5 to 10 million years are usually allotted to the 
Sechstein. They emphasize that the important point is the 
very short period needed for the accumulation of the chlorides , 
which constitute the greater part of the total thickness of 
the evaporites. For example , about 500 meters of the l ower 
evaporite series was deposited in 6000 to 8000 years. These 
rates are equivalent to those also computed for the Tertiary 
grabens (i . e. , Rhine, Ebro, and Italo-Dinaric fore-dee p) . 
However, Borchert and Muir also note that , on the whole , 
the time o f deposition of the Zechstein salts was a period of 
tectonic stability . If there is to be any rela~ionship between 
epcirogenic collapse and salt formation, :it is that the " sedi-
ments can indeed be regarded as the preserved evidence of 
subsidence, and downwarp may have taken place a considerable 
time before the preserved sedjments were deposited." Borchert 
emphasizes that an evaporite basin may in theory possess any 
,, 
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depth whatsoever as long as there exists a restriction of 
the connectjon between this basin and the open sea. Formation 
of salt above an oceanic type crust would confirm this 
assertion; and in a circular argument the discovery of salt 
on such a crust would have had to imply that the oceanic crust 
was not created through a conversion process from an already 
continental crust. In fact , there are already significant 
deposits of contemporary salt in tectonic troughs within the 
Afar depression of Ethiopia (Mohr, 1961) . The margins of the 
depressions are very recent faults, and the salt directly 
overlies immense quantities of fissure basalts; in fac t no 
sedimentary rocks olaer than Pleistocene have yet been dis-
covered. Laughton (1966) believes that the Salt Plain here 
defines one of the major initial fault zones along which 
s eparation of Arabia from Africa started, and that the process 
here is a continuation of the separation marked by the Gulf 
of Aden . Magnetic anomalies examined by the author in the 
Gulf of Aden in the central Red Sea (Vine , 1966) show Masson-
Raff lineations indicating that these regions have experienced 
a recent phase of ocean-floor rifting which began about 4-5 
million years ago . 
e ) Evidence of rifting in the Ligurian 'l'rough 
Stanley and M.utti (1968) review evidence of rifting between 
Corsica and southern France, which they believe may have begun 
as late as Miocene time. Their line of evidence comes from 
sedimentological investigations of f lys ch formations in the 
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northwestern Appenines of Ita.11 and in the Mari time Alps. In 
the study of the facies of the flysch these authors r ecognized 
channel-like submarine ·valley deposits. Paleocurrent directions 
in oriented sedimentary structures indicate that during Eocene 
a nd early Oligocene time sediments were funneled through these 
channels towards the north into the Annot Flysch Bas i n in 
France and towards the southeast in Cors ica , away from the 
present deep Li gurian Trough . A conunon source terrane for this 
sediment requires the presence of a large western Mediterranean 
land mass, which was broken up by dislocations that may have 
occur red as early as the end of the Eocene Epoch, and which 
e vidently continued into the Oligocene Epoch and possibly even 
until the end of Miocene time . 
Paleomagnetic data by Ashworth and Nai rn (1965) shows an 
anomalous Permain pole measured on rhyolites and welded tuffs 
in Corsica with respect to othe r poles measured in the Maures-
Easterel Massif in France. The discrepancy of thes e pole 
positions suggests counter-clockwise tectonic rotation of the 
Corsican Hercynian block through an angle of 53° ± 14° about 
a hinge point near Genoa. Nairn and Westphal (1967) indicated 
t hat some uncertainty in t h is interpretation exists pending 
better dating of the gabbrodiorites. 
The orientation and displacement of magnetic anomalies 
west of Corsica and south of the C6te d ' Azur appears to support 
the concept of the rotation of the Corsica-Sardinia block 
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(Fig. 13). Reconstructing thiA rotation by matching the 2000 m 
isobath of the two blocks (ignoring the Rhone Cone) aligns the 
large amplitude magnetic lineations in the Valencia Trough with 
similar l ineations west of Sardinia. The anomalies southwest 
of Corsica become juxtaposed with those southeast of the Maritime 
province . The age of these magnetic lineations is not certain; 
however , a volcanic-sedimentary series has been identified from 
the Sanguinaire Islands (west of Corsica) which antedates 
Miocene folding. A predominant northeast-southwest lineation 
occurs for the reconstruction of the Corsica-Sardinia block 
against France and the trend o f this lineation extends through 
the Alboran Trough to the Ligurian Trough. 
f) Contemporary deformation 
Three seismic reflection profiles are shown in Figure 31 
which illustrate contemporary deformation in the Alboran Trough 
and Balearic Basin. The smooth and generally conformable stra-
tified sediment layers of the basin floor and northern margin of 
the Alboran Trough (Profile A) have been uplifted and folded on 
a small intrabasin ridge at (a). A transparent layer is seen 
below the stratified sediments on the ridge, and this layer is 
deposited unconformably on an irregular basement r eflecting sur-
face which contains several sharp peaks and valleys . The 
stratified sediments have also been uplifted and faulted against 
the Alboran Ridge to the right of (a) . 
In Profile B numerous piercement structures and diapiric 
ridges protrude into the sediment of the Ba learic Abyssal Plain . 
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Some of the ridges , such as at (b), have uplifted parts of 
the sea floor above the level of the present flat abyssal 
plain , and these elevated areas have since become isolated 
from contemporary sedimentation hy turbidity currents . In 
general , the djapiric structures have protruded through frac-
t ures in reflector "M" ; one prominent crack is shm·m at (c) . 
Whereas the stratified sediments were deposited by gravity-
c ontrolled bottom-levelling processes, the sedi ments up on 
the Balearic Rise at (d) drape over a rather irregular sub-
s urface . In Profile C the diapirs are piercement domes , and 
t he size and vertical growth appears to be related to the 
thickness of the sedimentary cover . Th~ s t eep boundary fault 
s een at (f) is a prominent feature on all c rossings o f the 
continental margin west of Corsica. The boundary fault 
s trikes approximately N-S and continues into the Ligurian 
Trough . 
. The uni form thickness of the transparent layer above 
r eflector " M" in Profile B both above the diapiric r idges 
a t (b) and in undisturbed areas (c) , the fact that the dia-
p irs grown in fractures in reflector " M", and the conformable 
configuration of the gently folded stratifie<.l sediments at 
(a) above the transparent layer are interpreted to i ndicate 
t hat t hi s phase of deformation is quite recent and generally 
post dates the deposition of the acoustical]~ transparent mud. 
Th i s deformation has continued to the present. 
\ \; . l 
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F~gure 32 shows subsur fc-.c~ contours of the top of the 
transparent layer above diapiric ridges beneath the abyssal 
plain s outheast of the Mazarron escarpment . The contour 
interval is . 05 seconds of r eflection time, which i s approxi-
mately equivalent to a thicknefis of s ediment of 50 mel.e rs. A 
prominent northeast to southwest lineation is shown in the area 
of the diapiric ridges. 'I'he s ame trend is repe ated for all t he 
diapiric ridges surveyed south of the Balearic Islands , and 
a s far as can be determined with available data , this trend i s 
the same as that of the frac:tures observed in reflector "M". 
Thus two different styles of t e ctonic movements are ob-
served . The f irst corresponds to a phase of extension beginning 
in late Eocene-Oligocene and continuing into Miocene time . In 
this period the Corsica-Sardinia block rotated from· Europe , and 
the northwestern coast of Africa separated from the Balearic 
Islands and Spain. Within the initial widening and subsiding 
grciPen an extensive layer of evaporites was deposited. The 
continuing extension produce d genera lly northeast.-southwest 
rifts or tears in reflector "M" at the beginning of the Pliocene , 
and accounts for the high heat flow observed. 
Then a few million years ago the rifting stopped, only to 
be replace d by compression in the opposite direction. This 
s econd phase, a compressiona l phase , triggered. the growth of 
the diapiric structures (domes and ridges) and resulted in a 
gentle downward fl e xure of the Balearic Basin towards Algeri a . 
Earthquake activity along the Algerian coas t and on the Alboran 
\ .. 
Figure 32. A contour chart of the upper surface of the 
t ransparent sedimentary layer uplifted on diapiric ridges 
i n the southwestern Balearic Abyssal Plain . The contour 
interval is .05 seconds of two-way travel time wh i ch is 









Trough is consistent wi~h underthrusting beneath the former 
and crustal shortening in the latter . Underthrusting of the 
Balearic plate bene ath the Alger Rise is demonstrated in the 
deforma tion seen in the seismic reflection profile at (b) in 
Figure 17 . 
c. Tectonic De velopment of the Tyrrhenian Basin 
Like the de ep-water axis of the Bale aric Basin , the central 
Tyrrhenian Abys s al Plain contains a layer of intermediate velo-
city crustal rocks, which directly overly a layer with a low 
seismic velocity of 7.1 km/sec. Fahlquist and Hersey (1969) 
identified the 7.1 km/sec layer as upper mantle, i.e. what 
Menard (1967) would call "soft mantle. " The 4 . 0 - 5 . 0 km/sec 
layers which the Soviet scientists detected beneath the abyssal 
plain are interpre ted as igneous basement materials mainly on 
the · evidence of the greater thickness of these layers in the 
regj.ons of the numerous volcanic seamounts and basement ridges . 
The question arises again as to whether the Tyrrhenian deep-
sea trough, which ap9arent ly contains basic igneous rocks , was 
always simatic. Glangeaud (1962) has felt more comfortable 
interpreting this region as an old "paleo-ocean," possibly having 
existed as a permanent deep-wate r basin since the Permian . 
However, other authors (Me rla, 1951, 1957 ; Maxwell , 1959 ; 
Caire et al. , 1960) have called upon a nucleus or minor craton 
'j 
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within the Tyrrhenian Sea during the Meso zoic and Cenozoic. 
The uplifted craton acted as a source regi on for both the 
allochthon ous terranes and flysch sediments which arrived in 
deep furrows in the Appennines and Sicily. Slides and nappes 
were formed of upper Jurassic and Cretaceous flysch (1' argillo 
scisti," "alberise," and "argille scaliose ") and were emplaced 
in Tuscany during t he Oligocene and Miocene Epochs. The topo-
graphic high from which these materials were shed is known 
as Thyrrenide , o f which Sardinia , Cors ica , Elba and the Pontian 
Islands a re b e lieved to be the remanents . 
The present deep-water basin supposedly resulted from 
the foundering of this craton i n late Miocene and Pli ocene 
times. Aubouin (1965) ci tes that the posi tive Bouger gravity 
anomaly above the central abyssal plain indicates the presence 
of dense basic magmas in a newly formed simati c crust . In 
Aubouin' s scheme the 'l'yrrhenian Basin then becomes essentially 
an a rea that has subsided along ve rtical faults. 
a) Evidence of con temporary subsidence 
An east-west seismic reflection prof ile across the Tyrr-
henian Basin (F ig. 33) illustrates several features character -
istic of subsidence . Noticeable on this profile are the flexures 
of the two canyon- dissected (a) continental margins t owards the 
center of the basin. Also prominent in the Tyrrhenian Sea a re 
the nume rous small slope basins (examp les at (b) and (c) of 
Fig. 33) where l arge thicknesses of stratified sediments have 
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Figure 33 . An east to west s e ismi c reflection profile across 
the Tyrrhenian Basin . Evidence of recent subsidence is seen 
in the flexure towards the deep basin of canyon-dissected 
continental margins (a) ; in seaward-dipping sediments in 
slope bas ins (b) and (c) and in normal faults at (d). 
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been trapped behind narrow linear basement ridges. The 
seaward margins of these ridges usually drop precipitously 
towards the deeper basin floor . The sediments in the slope 
basins also have been tilted seaward. 
In other examples of slope basins in t he Tyrrhenian 
Sea (Fig. 34), the floors of these basins contain stratified 
sediments which have been faulted , folded , and even intruded 
into by diapirs. For instance , seismic reflection profile 
B of Figure 34 illustrates intricate closely spaced high-angle 
normal (or reverse?) faults on the southern flank of an 
emerged seamount (the island of Strombo li) . Profile B extends 
north-westward from the Strait of Messina past Stromboli, and 
the slope basin here has been created because of danuning or 
sediments behind the volcanic peak. Recentl y the sill of the 
barrier ridge was breached , and a deep canyon was cut through 
the entire upper sedimentary section of this basin. Profile C 
crosses a deeper slope basin southwest of Naples . The s edi-
ments here likewise have been ponded behind a barrier ridge , 
and recently have been deformed by faulting and minor folding . 
The evidence of subsidence in the Tyrrhenian Basin is 
most marked in Figure 33 by the numerous step faults west of the 
central abyssal plain. One particular fault at (d) shows a 
vertical displacement of more than 200 meters, exposing most 
o f the sedimentary sequence above reflector "M". 
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Fig u re 34. Continuous seismi c r eflecti on p r ofiles across 
marginal s lope pasin s where the e ntrained s edi ments hav e 
b een dammed behind basement ridges . Profile A is o n t he 
is land-side s lope of the Helle nic Trough we s t of Cr e te; 
Profile B i s north of Sici l y; Profile C is s outhwest of 
Naples , Italy , and Profile D is north o f the Mazarron e scarp-
ment i n t h e Balearic Basin . 
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Extension through rifting has occurred in conjunction 
with the subsidence to produce the graben structures observed 
b etween (b) and (d). The main trough , now occupied by the 
central abyssal plain , has a similar graben-like appearance . 
Non-coherent reflections are recorded over the margins of 
the large seamounts i n the central trough, indicating a lack 
of significant sediment cover there . In the Tyrrhenian 
Abyssal Plain several small piercement structures (e ) appear 
in the seismic reflection profiles as acoustic shadows in 
the otherwise stratified sediments . Small irregularities in 
t he surface o f this abyssal plain (Ryan et al ., 1965) are 
generally located above the crests of several of the gentle 
f olds in the sub-bottom layers, i ndicating contemp orary crustal 
movements t here. 
A sediment cover above Refle ct.or "M" i s present e very-
where across this p rofile except on the flanks of the sea-
mounts and basement r idges . However , in certain of t he small 
troughs. between (b) and (c) of Figure 33 other s trong internal 
r eflectors are present which may indicate some contribution 
f rom l ocal volcanic sources (flows, tuffs, etc.). If t his is 
the case , then some of the volcanic mountains have been 
active in the l ast f ew million years. 
b) Origin o f the cen~ral trough 
Because the central trough of the Tyrrhenian Basin is 
floored by an oceanic crust very similar to that found near 
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the crest of the Mid-Oceanic Ridge, it is likely that the 
origin of these crusts would be similar. This argument is 
furthe r enhanced by the observation of linear magnetic anomalies 
acros s the deep troughs , high heat flow, and generally north-
south topographic trends that have been offset by northeast-
southwes t basement ridges of s eamount chains which resemble 
fracture zones . It is proposed that t he Tyrrhenian Basin 
evolved during a phase of crustal extension by a further 
rotation of the Italian block from the Corsica-Sardinia block. 
The proposed fracture zon~s mark the flow lines (small c ircles) 
for the relative rotation of these two blocks . The opening 
possibly began in late Eocene or in Oligocene times simultan-
eously with the extensions in the Balearic Basin. The original 
phase of extension ceased during late Miocene or Pliocene 
time , resulting in a general subsidence and flexure of the 
broad continental borderlands. 
The phase of extension was followed with new stress 
fields created in the Pliocene. These stress fields initiated 
the underthrusting of the Ionian Basin beneath the Calabrian 
Arc and the creation of the inner volcanic belt in the s outhern 
Tyrrhenian Basin . 
D. General Tectonic Synthesis 
The descriptions of the more-or-less recent tectonic 
developments of the Mediterranean basins nave been based to 
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a great extent on evidence of sediment deformation. It 
has been possible to recogni ze phases of extension and phases 
of compression . Furthermore , it has been suggested that a 
phase of extension in the early Cenozoic coincided with the 
development of a new oceanic crust in the Balearic and 
Tyrrhenian basins. However, synchronous with the proposed 
period of formation of this crust there is also evidence in 
the surrounding internal troughs of periods of flysch scdi-
mentation. This time of deposition was accompanied by the 
arrival into these flysch troughs of alJochthonous terranes 
which apparently travelled downslope from the direction of 
the present deep-sea region. Because of this evidence it 
was supposed that large nuclei occupied the central Tyrrhenian 
Sea on the same sites as the early simatic troughs . 
An apparent conflict arises, except that when one 
examines the stages of rifting and separation between two 
..... 
continental blocks (Heezen, 19 60) it is noted that the initial 
period of extension was accompanied by the development of 
a broad high plateau on either side of the early rift zone 
(i. e. , East Africa and the Red Sea ri ft valleys). This 
uplift provides a reversal in drainage away from the median 
axis. For example , the Triassic (author ' s opinion ) separation 
of Africa from North America apparently resulted in a complete 
withdrawal of the seas along the Atlantic seaboard, the 
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formation of continental red beds , t he outpouring of basaltic-
like igneous rocks, the tilting i n some regions of these 
f lows to the west , and local periods of drainage away f rom 
t he present Atlanti c coast . Sometime following the separation 
of the two blocks, the elevated plateau begins to subside 
and a flexure is developed toward the newly formed oceans . 
Five kilometers of gentle , uniform subsidence, (beginning in 
the early Cretaceous time) along a wide swath of t he continen-
tal margin of the east coast of the United States , has been 
subs tantiated both by the wells in the Bahamas and Florida 
and by dredgings from the edge of the Blake Es c arpment (Heezen 
and Sheridan, 1966 ) . 
Analogies with the Mediterranean region can be made . The 
phase of extension in the western Mediterranean , which began 
in early Cenozoic t ime elevated a large plateau. Sediments 
and loose terranes were shed from this plateau northward into 
the f lysch troughs o f the Mari time Alps , eastwar:d into the 
Ligurian eugeosynclinal furrow , and southeastward into cor-
responding basins on Corsica. As the newly formed graben 
opened further, collapsed blocks fell from the margin of the 
plateau and formed the basement ridges presently located near 
the base of the continental slope. Canyons began to deve lop 
on the steep margins and acted as transport routes for some 
early sediments into the graben. While it was still relatively 
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narrow , the rapidly subsiding central rift zone filled with 
salt. Then, as the widening proceeded , subsidence of the 
trough incorporated the margins and thereby created a down-
ward flexure towards the sea . The subs idence is indicated 
by the Pliocene-Quaternary "flexure continentale " wh i c h the 
Fr ench geologists have hypothesized from their observations 
on the drowning of canyons cut subaerially during late Miocene 
time . Contemporary subsidence is substantiated by the sharp 
break between the continental slope and abyssal plain , and 
by the i nferred headward migration of submarine canyons 
(Gennesseaux, 1962 , 1963). 
In late Miocene time , the extension s topped , and duri ng 
the Pliocene Epoch the tensional stresses gave way t o those 
of compression. The onset of compression began earlier in 
the east and was both space and time transgressive. The 
compressive phase is most striking in the eastern basin of 
--
t he Mediterranean where island-arc structures have f ormed 
and where a large lens o f sediment o f a former abyssal plain 
h as been uplifted and crushed onto the Mediterranean Ridge . 
The compressive phase a l so pene trated the Balea r i c Basin i n 
l ate Pli ocene time where it apparently coincided with the 
development dia~iric structures and the folding o f d i apiri c 
ridges on the southern part of the abyssal plain . 
5. "GBOSYNCLINA.i, 11 SED.IHENTATIO~ IN 
THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA 
In light of the apparent mobility of the crust in the 
Mediterranean Sea , and in the light of the fill ing of the 
various basins with sediments of many different facies, it 
is interesting to ask: "Are the sediments in the elongate 
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east-west trending belt that is the Mediterr anean Sea accumu-
lating in a presently deve loping geosyncline?" 
A. A Geosyncline in Develo~t? 
The answer to the above question depends essentially 
upon the criteria u sed in defining a geosyncline , and exactly 
what these criteria should be remains a point o f discussion 
among geologists (for a discussion of geosynclines , s ee among 
others , Kay, 1951, 19 67 ; Dunbar and Rodgers , 1957; Aubouin , 
1959, 1965; Trt~mpy , 1960; Kuenen , 1966 ). The term geosyncline 
connotes a mega-feature on the earth ' s surface -- grand in 
time, in space, and in phenomena , yet restricted to a " tecto-
nized unit" (Kuenen , 1966). 
Dana's term (1873) " geosynclinal" (now geos yncline) 
referred to an elongate trough in the earth ' s crust which 
receives a thick body of sediments, as compared to its sur-
roundings . Because this definition i s not precise enough 
for most purposes, geologists have tended to restrict the 
term geosyncline more ~pecifically to the orthogeosyncline 
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(Stille, 1924) , i.e., a linear and arcuate subsiding area 
with thick volcanic sequences restricted to the outer parts. 
Volcanism has generally been used , particularly in the case 
of North American geosynclines (Kay , 1951), as a key 
characteristic: the eugeosyncline (sector f ar from the 
continental platform) includes volcanic rocks, the miogeo-
syncline (close to the platform) generally does not. St ille , 
who emphasized the irr.portance of volcanic constituents , may 
have intended that only volcanic belts were orthogeosynclinal 
(Kay , 19 67). 
This marked r egional segregation of volcanic versus 
non-volcanic belts is not apparent in the present Mediterranean 
Sea . However, in other respects , the thickness and configu-
ration of sedimentary deposits in t.he present Mediterranean 
b asins (based on seismic, morphological and sedimentological 
observations) suggest a similarity with deposits of former 
deep , linear to a r cuate, sediment-filled mobile troughs of 
the type presently i mmobilized and exposed around the Medi-
terranean. These ancient "tectonized" rock counterparts occur 
in, among other places, the Alps , Apennines , Atlas mountains 
o f northwest Africa , Betic Cordillera of southern Spain, 
Balkans, Anatolia Mountains, and other chains extending to 
the Middle East and beyond. In fact , elongate segments of 
emerged chains such as the Rif, Betic and Pindus belts 
actually extend as submerged structures into the present 
Mediterranean. The rocks forming the emerged mountain belts 
originated in a great compound trough , commonly referred to 
as the Tethys or Mesogea , that lay between the Eurasian and 
African blocks and that lasted , on and off , from Permian 
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to Neogene time . Regional geological investigations indicate 
that, like the present Mediterranean Sea , the Tethys during 
much of its existence consisted of a major linear trough 
consisting of individual geanticlines , troughs , bathyal basins 
and narrow neritic shallow seas (Trfunpy , 1960). 
Within a relatively short geological time , the tectoni-
cally active land-locked basins of the Mediterranean have 
accumulated a large volume of material from ad jacent continents. 
Most of these land-derived sediments have been transported 
seaward via numerous rivers, some o f them draining large arid 
or semi-arid regions (Nile , Ebro , Chelif , etc.) and others , 
areas of high relief (Rhone, Po , Vardar, Ceyhan , etc.) . 
Sediments, with a minimum of rework ing in the neritic envi-
ronment , can be rapidly transported across narrow margins , 
trapped in the numerous canyons incised on the shelves and 
slopes , and eventually funneled downslope into deep environ-
ments . Thus , basins are , sedimentologically , s emi-closed 
sys tems serving as excell ent ultimate sediment t raps . Neri tic 
environments account for only about 10 to 15 per cent of the 
:\ 
total sea-floor surface of the Mediterranean . This is in 
contrast with the Alpine geosyncline during Mesozoic time 
(pre-orogenic epoch according to Trtimpy , 19 60) when thick 
sequences of neritic carbonates and related miogeosynclinal 
sediments were deposited throughout relatively wide areas . 
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The present sedimentation rates vary from area to area, 
and are influenced to some extent by proximity to sediment 
inputs , particularly the major river deltas , to which the 
Nile and Rhone cones owe their existence. However , in the 
numerous troughs floored by flat ponded sediments, l arge 
thicknesses of sediment have piled up within short time 
intervals . Rates here may vary from 10 cm/1000 years to 
over 200 cm/1000 years. The elastic sediments which arrive 
in these troughs sometimes have traveled for significant 
distances through canyons and deep-sea c hannels. 
Frequently encountered, however, and perhaps equally 
significant sedimentologically , are tho nu':l:<?. rous submerged 
hills and ridges that serve as local topographic barriers. 
These submerged welts could be likened, in some respects, to 
the morphological barriers that resulted ir.i the "barriere 
en creux" effect observed in the ancient geosyncline Pindus 
belt of Gree ce (Aubouin, 1965). Like thes~ ancient ridges, 
modern morphological highs in the Mediterrznean (a) serve 
as barriers in the filling of lows and, in s ome cases, cause 
the "starvation" of certain basins and tre!".ches (i.e. , the 
.. 
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Anaximander Mountains prevent sediment from filling the 
Strabo Trench), (b) are covered with layers of unconsolidated 
s ediments that are thinner than they are on adjacent deeps 
(i.e., the coalescing diapiric ridges on the southern 
Balearic Abyssal Plain), and (c) serve as the locus of 
interbasinal sedimentation (i.e., the flank micro-breccias 
on the Mediterranean Ridge). 
Rates of sedimentation on the Mediterranean Ridge are 
in the order of 3 to 5 cm/1000 years. The rates on the 
Balearic Abyssal Plain are as high as 35 cm/1000 years . Thus , 
all in all, the rates of sediment accumulation in the Medi-
terranean are comparable to sedimentation rates estimated 
for maDy geosynclines (average of 7 . 5 to 20 cm/1000 years , 
t aking into account porosity and compos ition [ Kuenen , 1966]) . 
Thick and rapidly accumulating sediment fill is in 
its~lf not sufficient to define the Mediterranean trough as 
a developing geosyncline . For this, evidence i s needed to 
i ndicate that the belt is , or will be, "tectonized" and that 
a large part of this mobile zone eventually will be uplifted 
and i mmobilized . This type of prediction is , at best, tenuous, 
because we are evaluating conditions representing only very 
short geological time . There is , however, ample evidence , as 
outlined in earlier sections of this cha9ter, that l arge 
sectors of the belt are mobile. There is no doubt that since 
' 
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Miocene time, much of the Mediterranean as we know it today 
h as been subjected to the same processes of structural defo-
rmation that are inferred to have influenced some ancient 
geosynclinal sediments. The essential feature of the entire 
belt from Gibraltar to the Levant is instability and crustal 
unrest. The deep , only partially-filled basins are of 
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recent origin, and formed by the foundering and rifting apart 
of older tectonized rocks, the extension of which are exposed 
on the present European and African margins; originally the 
two continents formed a single unit. 
B. The Mediterranean and Global Tectonics 
The concept of a global tectonics is not n~w , and has 
been expressed by many authors (e.g., Barrell , 1925) to 
encompass a realm of global movements of the earth ' s crust 
(no particular thickness was implied) which respond t o global 
s tress fields. Recently in the l ast decade the exploration 
of the sea floor has introduced ideas concerning the creation 
of new surface crust within the axial zone of the Mid-Oceanic 
Ridge (Heezen, 1960) . Because it was recognized that the 
surface area of the ocean was increasing, and because of 
certain prejudices that mountain chains were not the sites 
o f crustal shortening (i . e., produced primarily by gravity 
t ectonics), the expansion of the rift valley was tied to the 
expansion of the entire earth {Carey, 1958) . 
However , new marine geophysical and seismological 
data on the structure, age, tectonic lineations , and con- · 
temporary motions of the sea floor have added new impetus 
to the idea of a global tectonic pattern. Hess {1962) and 
Dietz (1961) devised schemes where the creation of new 
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material in the Mid-Oceanic Ridge was not tied to expansion, 
but instead was reabsorbed in the mantle. This process, 
which implies simultaneous destruction , was termed "sea-
floor spreading" , and involves convective motions in the 
mantle. Sea-floor spreading is not necessarily global, 
because the geometry of the crustal movements (particularly 
the sea-floor crust) i s related only to the geometry of 
individual convection cells. 
The introduction of a modern global concept is credited 
to Morgan (1968), who discusses tectonic mobility in t he 
light of certain physical and geometrical constraints, i.e . , 
that tectonic mobility on the earth involves large rigid 
blocks of crust, and that these blocks are bounded by o ceanic 
ridges (where new surface is created) , by island arcs and 
young thrusted and folded mountain chains (where surface is 
destroyed) and great faults where there is no stretching , 
folding or distortion . Le Pichon {19 68) has applied Morgan's 
concept to a simplified geometrical model of the surface of 
the earth consisting of a small number of rather large 
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spherical plates. The plates are bounded by seismic belts 
a nd the relative motions of these plates during Cenozoic 
time are consistent with motions inferred from spreading of 
t he ocean floor away from the Mid-Oceanic Ridge along flow 
l ines parallel to transform faults. 
Without going further into the history or details o f 
global tectonics, it is suff icient to say that geologists 
concerned with the tectonic development of Alpine mobile 
belts are intrigued with the possibilities of looking at 
t hese paleomotions i n the light of a rigid tectonic framework. 
For i nstance , sea-floor growth reveals relative crustal 
motions at rates of 50 to 100 kilometers per million years. 
Few geologists have ever considered comparable motions in the 
e volution of mountain chains . Yet the evidence is i mpressive , 
a nd it seems inevitable that motions of this ma gnitude will 
be supported as we begin to examine the past absorption o f 
oceanic crust and its sediment cover in deep-sea tren ches 
aligned along the ancient Tethys seaway . 
a ) Present motion of the Levantine Plate 
The seismicity belts, gravity anomalies, and structural 
lineations in the Hellenic and Calabrian arcs can b e c om-
bined with styles of sediment deformation into a r emarkably 
c onsistent tectonic picture of modern crustal motions i n the 
eastern Mediterranean. The simplest scheme contains a 
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lithospheric plate (Levantine Plate) , incorporating northeast 
Africa and the floor of the Levantine and Ionian basins , 
which converges with, and underthrusts in a northwest direction, 
an Aeg«~an Plate. The relative motions of these two plates 
produces compressive stresses along the arc from Turkey to 
Crete, and predominantly strike-slip shear in t he western 
Helleni c Trough. The compression is exemplified in the 
folding and t hrusting of the sediments on the Mediterranean 
Ridge and in the Pliny Trench s·h own in profile 2 of Figure 21 . 
Strike-slip motions can be inferred from the highly f ractured 
superficial tectonic cover seen on the ridge and in the 
He llenic Trough west of Crete (see Fig. 17C) • 
The under t h rus ting beneath the Hellenic Arc is shown in 
a north-south cross-section of the arc (Fig. 35) • The seismic 
zone does not represent a simple Benioff plane, t hough it 
begins in the Strabo Trench south of the Anaximander Mountains 
and dips north under the Aegean. The seismic zone normal to 
t he arc in a northwest-southwest direction is 270 km long and 
terminates abruptly under the inner volcani c belt of the 
southern Aegean. Analysis of the seismic reflection profiles 
across the Mediterranean Ridge shows that on the southern 
flank of the ridge (where Reflector "M" is observed) the 
superficial deformation occurred after the deposition of 




Figure 35. A north to south profile of magnetics, gravity, 
and bathymetry along the meridian 26° East from the African 
coast through Crete to the central part o f the Aegean Pro-
vince, from Emery , Hee zen and Allan (1966), in comparison 
with a c ross- secti on of average cumulative strain release 
per hundred years , foc a l depths and cumulative magnitudes of 
earthquakes of magnitude >4.5 which have occurred in the area 
between the meridians 24°E and 28°E during the period 1908-
196 7. Shocks with t he same epicenter were denoted by a 
sign corresponding to their cumulative magnitude (from 
Galapoulos, 1968). 
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million years ago) . It is not entirely clear when the 
initial breakup began of the former more extensive abyssal 
plain in the eastern basin. However , one can hazard a 
guess that this event was simultaneous with the onset of 
the northwest-southeast compressive stresses in the eastern 
basin. Ewing and Ewing (1967) have s uggested a reinitiation 
in the axial growth of the Mid-Oceanic Ridge above 10 
million years ago. If the length of the seismic zone 
represents the extent of underthrusting in 10 million years 
(Isacks et a~. , 1968) , then the rate of underthrusting 
beneath the Hellenic Arc has been approximately 2.7 cm/year . 
The northwes tward translation of the Levantine Plate also 
results in compression with and underthrusting of the 
Calabrian Arc. A well developed Benioff plane exists here , 
dipping beneath the inner volcanic arc of the Tyrrhenian Sea. 
Compression normal to the arc is shown in profile A, Figure 28. 
Right-lateral strike-slip motion i s noted in the Ioni a 
Trench and extends up the Gulf of Taranto into the "boot" 
of Italy. This motion encompasses southwestward under-
thrusting of the Apulian Plate (Apulian Peninsula and the 
Adriatic Basin) beneath the Aegean Plate north of the island 
of Cephalonia. Underthrusting beneath the Ionia Trench is 
indicated by a large negative free-air gravity anomaly 
along a small arc north of Cephalonia and the abrupt 
disappearance of earthquakes beneath the Ionian Basin 
north of 38°N latitude (Fig. ll). 
b) Former mo!-ion of lithospheric plates 
It has been suggested previously that the opening of 
the modern Balearic and 'l'yrrhenian Basins involved a 
counterclockwise rotation of a Corsica-Sardinia block 
from Europe accompanied by a further rotation of Italy from 
the former. The opening of this rift zone was first out-
lined by Carey (1958). The rotation of these blocks created 
triangular structural gaps which he called sphenocasms. The 
two openings widened during relative motion of Europe with 
Africa along a proposed sinistral shear zone. 
These relative motions during Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
eras remain to be worked out in the framework of global 
tectonics. Le Pichon (1968) has ·shown that separation of 
Africa from North America antedates considerably the sepa-
ration of Europe from North America. In fact, there appear 
to have been four main phases of relative separation: 
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(1) A Triassic (author's interpretation) to late 
Cretaceous episode which produced initial separation of 
Africa from Europe by drift of Africa away from North America . 
In this phase the North America Basin was created. 
(2) A late Cretaceous episode opened the Labrador Sea 
(Mayhew et al., 1968}, along with, 
(3) An upper Cretaceous to late Eocene episode on 
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the Reykjanes Ridge (Le Pichon, 1968) and in the Norwegian 
Sea (Avery et al., 1968) . 
(4) A late Miocene to Recent episode has followed a 
rather long period of quiescence in the North Atlantic 
north of the Azores-Gibraltar Ridge (W. Pitman , personal 
communication). 
The episodic nature of the spreading on either side 
of the Azores-Gibraltar Ridge has impliea alternate periods 
o f extension, shear , and compression within the Tethys 
domain between Europe and Africa. Without delving into 
the complexities and uncertainties of these episodes , we 
offer the possibility that the late Eocen.e to late Miocene 
hiatus in rifting , evident north of the Azores-Gibraltar 
Ridge , was a time of continued eastward drift and rotation 
of the African-Atlantic Plate. This movement produced 
extension and shear and opened the Balearic and Tyrrhenian 
sphenocasms along the lines proposed by c~rey (1958). 
Furthermore, the counterclockwise ro~ation of Italy 
drove the Apulian Ridge (and the lithospheric plate to 
which it is attached) eastward , causing it to underthrust 
the sub-Pelagonian zone of the Hellenides in an area that 
was to develop into Greece. The initiation of this movement 
during late Eocene time created an entire~y new paleogeo-
graphy in this region , distinct from that which had existed 
since the Triassic Period (Aubouin, 1965). 
First a de~p trench formed i n the Pindus furrow, and 
then it began to f ill with flysch . Continued underthrusting 
c arried these materi a l s up over the Gavrovo Ridge . The 
orogenesis then proceeded to migrate onto this ridge during 
the Oligocene Epoch and into the I onian furrow by early 
Miocene time. In fact, by the end of middle Miocene time 
the tectonic wave had reached the Apuli an foreland. At that 
period i t is inferred that two continental lithospheric 
plates colli ded and the underthrusting s topped. 
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Aubouin (1965) attests that " all these dates have been 
accurately fi xed by identi fication of the younges~ beds 
involved in the folding , by the age of the oldest rocks 
discordant upon these beds, and by the a ges of conglomerates 
resulting from t he erosion of the uplifted zones. " The 
pola rity of this orogenic migration from internal geosynclinal 
zones to external zones i s a phenomenon found in many of 
the Alpine geosynclinal furrows (Trttmpy , 1960) . 
From the end of the Miocene Epoch another new paleo-
geogr aphy emerged , differing from the two preceding ones , 
and foreshadowing the p resent geography . Thi s phase is 
called the late geosynclinal period by Aubouin (1965), and 
corresponds t o the present phase o f underthrusting , realigned 
to a northwesterly direction . In response to isostatic 
readjustments , vertical movements have dominated this n ew 
era , particularly in the Ionian basin ("Ionian fault 
subsidence 11 ) . These readjustments followed relaxation 
of the former easterly underthrusting of the Eocene to 
Miocene Epochs and the onset of new underthrusting in a 
northwesterly direction. 'l'wo important conclusions can 
be reached: 
(1) The paleogeographic, orogenic, a~d sedimentary 
phenomena of the geosynclinal development stage (after 
Aubouin , 1965) are preaicted in time, polar ity , and style 
of t ectonism by the underthrusting rnechanis:,1 in island 
arcs. 
(2) The present eastern Medi terranean is in a new 
development stage identical with that which occurred i n 
the Pindus and Ionian furrows in the Hellen~des during late 
Eocene to Miocene time . Analogies to this r eosyncl inal 
couple concerning the polarity of the oroge~y suggest that 
the present eugeosynclinal furrow is found :n the Pliny 
Trench within the Hellenic Trough . The modt rn analogue to 
the miogeos ynclinal furrow is to be found s u.'.thward on 
the African fore land. The .Mediterranean Ri ·:ge acts as the 
intervening ridge, a moder-day counterpart to the Gavrovo 
Ridge in the Hellenides or the Brian9onnais Ridge in the 
western Alps. Just as in these former r egions , the orogenic 
period is tirne-transgressi ve and space-trar ,;sressi ve . 
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It starts in the internal trough and proceeds to the external. 
Clearly this style of orogeny is seen in the seismic reflec-
tion profiles across the eastern Mediterranean . 
6 . SUMMARY OF MAJOR CONCLUSIONS 
OF PART I 
(1) The seismicity, gravity, and volcanic belts in 
the eastern basin of the Mediterranean Sea are characteristic 
of oceanic trenches and island arcs . Two modern island arcs 
are recognized -- the Hellenic Arc and the Calabrian Arc. 
The Mediterranean Ridge is a broad flexure (outer ridge) 
associated with the Hellenic Arc. The Anaximander Mountains 
make up a high sedimentary ridge between the Hellenic Arc 
and the Mediterranean Ridge southeast of the i slands of 
Crete and Rhodes. The steep southern escarpment of the 
Anaximander Mountains is a continuous f eature for more than 
700 k ilometers and is called the Mediterranean Wall . This 
escarpment marks the northern wall of a secondary trench 
(the Strabo Trench) . The dual trench feature , the high sodi-
mentary ridge, the islands along the arc, and the internal 
volcanic belt have a characteristic physiographic configu-
ration analogous to the Indonesian Island Arc structures of 
the northeastern Indian Ocean . 
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(2) The crusts of the western and eastern basins 
o f the Mediterranean are interpreted as consisting of simatic 
rocks . The thin crust beneath the floor of the central 
Balearic Abyssal Plain is similar in structure to that found 
below the sea floor in the crcstal r egion of the Mid-Oceanic 
Ridge in the North Atlantjc, except for a greater thickness 
of intermediate velocity sedimentary materials beneath t he 
abyssal plain . 
The crust in the eastern basin is thicker than that 
found in the western basins because o f the grea ter age of 
this crust and a corresponding greater thickness of s ediments . 
Furthermors , the crust beneath the Mediterranean Ridge has 
been thickened recently by processes related to crustal 
shortening. 
The crust beneath the central Tyrrhenian Abyssal Plain 
is very thin and contains no "oceanic" layer . The Tyrrhenian 
Basin has many morphologic and ge ophysical properties 
analogous to the Mid-Oceanic Ridge provinces; namely, deep 
troughs and escarpments similar t o fracture zones , numerous 
seamounts, and magnetic lineations . 
(3) Piercement domes and anticlinal ridges are observed 
in seismic reflection profiles across the Balearic Abyssal 
Plain and Lower Rhone Cone. The domes and ridges are 
diapiric structures produced by the vertical and horizontal 
movements of salt. The deposition of the salt is thought 
to have occurred in the late Eocene and early Oligocene 
Epochs within a rapidly subsiding simatic trough. The 
diapirs were formed only a few milJion years ago partly 
due to synorogenic compression in the Balearic Basin and 
partly due to the increasing overburdening of rapidly 
a ccumulating sediments on the Rhone Cone and Balearic 
Abyssal Plain . The diapirs evidently have grown at sites 
within tensional fractures in a subsurface acoustically 
reflecting horizon called Reflector "M11 • 
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(4) The kinds of sediment deformation observed by 
s eismic reflection techniques within t he shallow crustal 
layers of the eastern Mediterranean originate from compression 
and decollement. Gravity sliding, though observed , has 
played a very minor role . The superficial tectonics have 
been both space-transgressive and time-transgressive. A 
thick lens of elastic sediments was deposited on a former 
e xtensive abyssal plain at the base o f the Nile Cone during 
Miocene and early Pliocene time. Subsequently this pile 
o f sediment has been uplifted onto and crushed into t he 
Mediterranean Ridge southeast of Crete and Rhodes . 
(5) Reflector "M" has been identified througho ut large 
r egions of the eastern and western basins of the Mediterranean 
Sea. Where sampled on the Mediterranean Ridge west of 
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Crete, the sea floor at a site of an outcrop of Reflector 
"M" contained brecciated fragments of a dense calcite-
cemented foraminifera ooze of Pliocene age . The upper surface 
of Reflector " M" was deposited about 4.3 ± 0.3 million years 
ago, and belongs to a crustal layer with a compressional-
wave velocity of 3.4 km/sec. 
(6) Tectonic movements during the Cenozoic Era within 
the Tethys domain b etween Europe and Africa have varied. A 
phase of general crustal extension, rifting , and growth 
occurred from late Eocene time to possibly late Miocene time . 
The relative movements between Africa and Europe at that 
time resulted primarily from differential growth of the 
eastern f lank of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge south of and north 
of the Azores-Gibraltar Ridge. During this phase of e xtension 
the simatic troughs o f the Balearic and Tyrrhenian Basins 
were created. In late Miocene time and transgressing to 
Pliocene time , the phase of extension was replaced by a 
phase of compression aligned generally northwest-southeast. 
The compressive phase began earlier and has been more intense 
in the eastern region. 
(7) The compressive phase in the eastern Mediterranean 
has resulted in the underthrusting of the Levantine Plate 
beneath the Hellenic and Calabrian Arcs , and has produced 
c rustal shortening beneath the Hellenic Trough and the 
Mediterranean Ridge . 
(8) During Jate Eocene to Miocene time the extensional 
growth in the western basins was produced by the rotation 
of the Italian foreland and the Corsica-Sardinia platform 
in a counterclockwise sense (Carey, 1958). The rotation 
of Italy around a hinge point near the western Alps drove 
the Apulian marginal platea~ t owards a developing island arc 
located at the site of the present Hellenides in Greece. 
The Hellenides mark the isopic re a l m of ancient mio-
geosynclinal and eugeosynclinal furrows (Aubouin , 1965). 
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The types and sequences of sediment deposition , the styles 
of tectonic deformation, the polarity of the orogenic move-
ments, and the sequence of the orogeny in these two ancient 
furrows is precisely what one sees in the present island arc 
configuration in the eastern Mediterranean . Except, today 
the compression, underthrusting and crustal shortening occur 
along the eastern portion of the Hellenic Arc and are 
directed in a northwesterly direction. From the striking 
analogies between t h e ancient Ionia and Pindus furrows and 
the present physiographic setting, one can infer that the 
miogeosyncline-eugeosyncline couple envisioned by Dietz 
(1962) as existing on the continental margin is wrong. 
The miogeosyncline occurs outside the arc separated from 
the eugeosyncline by an intervening flexure, i . e., the 
Mediterranean Ridge . '!'he extension of the former Apulian 
foreland is found today on the foreland of North Africa 
in Egypt and Libya . 
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